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ST]TìTI,TARY

In this publication FAG 6 - The Nordic ltydrological Vlorking Group for Data
processing and guality Control - presents its final report. The !{orking
Group has included participants from the main data collecting agencies for
hydrometric daÈa in Denmark, Finlan<l, Nor\{ay and Sweden.

This report deals with the problen of detecùing systematic and gross
errors in hydrometric data. This is a problem common to most agencies
collecting large amounts of data.

The report is divided into five sections. Section 1 gives the background
of the Working Group, some fundamental definitions and the result of a

study of the relevant líterature.

Section 2 reviews methods which are presently usecl for measuring water
levels and discharges in rivers and lakes in the Nordic countries. The

processing of data is then described, and lists given of possilcle sources
of errors.

Section 3 lists methods for detecting various types of errors. For the
various daÈa streams such as nanually collected data, analog data and

digital data, recommendations on appropriate methods are given.

Section 4 gives guidelines for identifying the causes for the possible
errors indicated by the methods described.in section 3. Guidelines are
also provided for correcting errors and filling in missing data. The sec-
tion stresses the importance of keeping a quality record for each station
and recommends how corrected data could be marked in the historical
records.

Section 5 discusses ways of improving the general quality of hydrornetric
data. The importance of frequenÈ field inspections is stressed.

Guidelines are then given for quality control during the primary pro-
cessing of data. The sectíon recommends a number of automatic tests on

Èhe water stages, the day to day changes and on the continuity of the dis-
charges in the stream be performed, comparing data at other stations.

This automatic control should sort out obvious as well as possible errors.
Obvious errors may be corrected autonatically. Data containing possible
errors shoulcl be analysed by a number of interactive graphical routines.

Appendices 3-1 1 contain examples of some of the methods described in the
report.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background

Since the latter half of the 19th century, large quantities of basic
hydrological data has been collected in the Nordic countries. Apart fron
rainfall riata most of tTris infornation consists of data on water levels
and flow rates from fixed gauging stations in the national network of each
country.

This recording, which is carried out today to a greater degree than ever
before is a vital part of the basis for planning the use and management of
each countryrs water resources. It is desirable that the data give as
correct a picture as possible of the water volumes available. The data
must therefore be as representative and as free from errors as possible.

Gradually, as the daÈa has been analysed, it has been found Èhat this is
not always tJre case. In order to find methods to identify and if possible
correct mistakes ín the data, a Nordic Hydrological Commission (ree O) was
set up to deal with quality control and data interpretation questions.
The group comprised Jorgen Lundager Jensen from Hydrometric Research, at
the Danish Moorland Company, Esko Kuusisto from Èhe Hydrological Bureau in
water l{anagement in Fin1and, Sverre Krog and Lars Roald from the
Hydrological Department in the Norwegian Waterways and Electricity
Ministry and Lars Erik Eggertson, and laÈer Kurt Ehlert, from Swedenrs
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute.

This report outlines the technical results of the operations of FAG 6.

1.2 Basic oefinitions

A water level or flow rate observation shows up as a result of one or more
individual measurements of, ?gt water levels on a height gauge or current
speeds at a nunber of points. Duríng measuring we seek to reach a value
that is the closest possible to the true value of the measured amount. In
practice there will nearly always be a difference between the measured and
the true value. This difference we call the error.

The errors are often classified ínto three groups:

Random errors.

Systematic errors.

Gross errors.

Random errors are those which arise from Èhe overall uncertainties of
ìGãil"ment. These errors are usually srnall. They occur by chance, boÈh
above and below the true value. Random errors do not greatly affect the
mean and their effect can be reduce<1 by increasing the number of measure-
ments or by improving the accuracy of individual measurements.

Systematic errors is the term used to describe errors which cannot be
etiminated by increasing the number of readings taken using identical
instruments and other conditions. These errors lead systematically to



false results. They will affect both the mean and the extreme values.
They can be caused by the instruments used, but just as often the flow
rate curve is incorrecÈ.

Gross errors describes errors that occur sporadically, resulting from ran-
don instrument failure, from human error during measuring or transfer of
data to the office, or from misinterpretation of data. If these errors
are small, they can hardly be separated from random errors. If they are
large the extreme values will be incorrect and in severe case also the
mean for the particular time span. Such errors cannot be processed as

statistics. Nevertheless, they can often be revealed by statisÈical
methods.

Methods for quality control of daÈa as used in this report describe ways
of aiscoverinq systematic and gross errors in the data. Such errors are
particularly dangerous because they affect the mean as weII as the
extremes. However, these errors can be found and corrected later.

If as many as possible of the systematic and gross errors are removed,
there will still be a residual error caused by the random errors. This
category of errors is discussed thoroughly by Herschy (1978). Such errors
should be stated in accordance with the standards ùhaÈ ISO has
established.

1 .3 Publications

Literary research has been carried out to find an account of any methods
used to avoid, diminish, establish and correct errors in hydrometrícal
data.

The general uncertainty in measuring is discussed in many connections, but
mostly as a statistical problem in connection with certain instruments and

measuring techniques. This has also been of great interesc to FAG 6, but
does not solve the main task which is to find methods to deal with the
errors that are outsicle the measuring uncertainty interval or that syste-
inatically falsify results.

Knowledge of the common measuring uncertainties is of decisive importance
if we are Èo be able to arrange reasonable test criteria to separate out
the gross errors.

Certain methods are often used in quality control within different
branches of this subject, especially moderation tests. Measuring tech-
niques and the associated physical processes require special controls for
water level and flow rate data.

Apart from these considerations there is very little to be found in publi-
cations about quality control. Error detection and correction is dis-
cussed in very few places, always very briefly, and usually in cursory
remarks or specific procedures for one measuring method at a time.

The literature searched contain four different forms of publications:

(l) Books about hydrology (educational, encyclopedias etc).
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(3)

(4)

5

Books about hydronetry (educational, encyclopedias etc).

periodicals,

Reports, standards, instructions, s¡nall publications etc.

A tist of these can be found in appendix 1.

In group 1 quality control ís discussed in the second edition of ¡fydrology
in praclicg by UIf Riise; J Otnes and E Roestad (editors). Hoï/ever' there
are no otirer works that cliscuss this subject.

In group 2 there are three relevant titles. One, of special interest, is
R W Herãchy, (editor) Hydrometry. This work contains part of a chapter on

measuring uncertainties ana ¡rart of a section about quality control in Èhe

chapter on data processing. The various sources of error in the different
measuring methods are also discussed.

In group 3 there are no articles of special interest. The periodicals
contain very little hydrometric matter and practically nothing about data
quality.

In group 4 there is quite a lot of naterial of interest. There is useful
instruction in techniques and advice in the choice of instruments. There
are general cornments on precise measuring. Ho\¡tever, there is a lack of
systematic discussion of the individual errors or surveys of data quality'
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COLLECTION OF EYDROI,TETRIC DATA, GAUGING I¡IETEODS, PRII,IARY
PROCESSING ÀND SOURCES OF ERROR

In order to survey hrhich errors can occur in water level and water floht
data it is necessary to analyse Èhe gauging techniques and the subsequent
processing of the results. This chapter describes concisely the gauging
methods used in the Nordic countries today. It then describes schemat-
ica1ly how the data is processed on its way to Èhe archives. Finally
there is a survey of which sources of error occur for data collecte<1 by
the various gauging nethods.

2.1 Methods of Collecting Hydrometric Data

In this report, hydrometric data refers to flow rate data measured in
rivers, outleÈs of lakes and reservoirs and in transfer tunneÌs; and water
Ievels measured in rivers, lakes and reservoirs. The gauging methods can
be grouped according to measurement principles, data carrying media and
methods of data transmission.

2.1 .1 Water Level Data

Fundamentally, hydrometric aauging is the measuring of water Ievels, that
is, water levels at fixed gauging stations. Earlier this was mainly done
manually, but it is increasingly carried out by automatic recorders.

2.1 .1 .1 ltlanual Gauging

water level data have tra<litionally been
installed vertically in the riverbed and
levels that may occur at thaÈ particular
staff gauges or a series of staff gauges

read from a staff gauge,
long enough to cover all water
site. In special cases angled
may be used.

The staff gauge is graduated every 1 or 2 cm. It must be anchored well so
it wiII not be displaced by ice etc. The gauging station site must not be
exposed to \,¡aves, which would greaÈly increase the uncertainty of
readings. Ir places where it is difficult to fasten staff gauges, low
water bolts are also used. These are metal bars that are anchored to the
bed of the river or lake. The water level is read from the surface down
to the bolt wiÈh a rul-er or a measuring tape.

It{anual \'rater level observations are usually recorded in observation books
and on data forms that are sent Èo a head office for further processing.

2.1.1.2 Gauging by Automatic Recorders

Ì{ater level gauging is increasingly being done by automatic recorders.
These comprise a sensor that registers the water level, a chronometer that
regísters the time and a registraÈion device that stores the results.

Data can be recorded on paper charts drawn by clockwork. rhis is the most
common type of automatic recorders in the Nordic counÈries today.
Alternatively ttre data can be stored on punched tape or magnetic tape, or
taken directly into the memory of an electronic recorder. Such recordings
are Èaken at fixed time intervals and may indicate both the Èime and the
level or the level alone. Data stored in a permanent memory can be trans-
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mitterl by telecommunications to head office. Alternatively' the module
containing the permanent memory can be collected on visits Èo the station
and read at head office.

Most automatic recorders use a float as the sensor. This is usually
immersed in a gauging well connected to the river by one or more
horizontal pipes.

The float is usually connected to the recording rrnit by a wire that runs
over a wheel with a counterweight at the other end. The installation must
be made so all different water leveIs can be gauged.

To ensure that the recordinqs correspond with the water level in the river
or lake, a scale must be installerl at the point of measurement. On visits
to the station, ancl every time the paper or other recording medium is
changerl, the water level must be read on this scale. It is not enough to
read only the qauginq scale in the well, because the connection with the
river may have been broken.

Other types of sensors in use in llordic countries inclt¡de neerlle gauges
which can be lowere<l or raised to the surface at certain time intervals.
such sensor register the level of the \^/ater surface. These are mostly
use<l for water level recorcling in urban areas.

In Norway pressure-recording charts are usecl to a certain extent. These
are basecl on the principle that the pressure at a fixed point in a column
of liquid is proportional to the height of the column above that point.
Usually a bubble arrangement is used to register the pressure.

Alternatively, the water tevel can be recorded by acoustic signals. Such
sensors function in the same \¡¡ay as echo-sounding devices. Gauging
stations of this kind are not part of normal station network in the Nordic
countries today.

2.1 .1 .3 Survey of Gauginq Techniques Presently Used in the Nordic
Countries

Tab1e 2.1 gives a survey of the number of gauqing stations for water level
gauging in the Nordic countries, divided into the varíous measuring
techniques being used in 1 9BO. There is now both an increasing use of
telemetric stations and a greater number of manual stations with
recor<lers .

The difference in the networks of stations can partlv be explained on the
basis of their historical evolution, but reflects also the difference in
the hydrological orqanisations and the use made of Èhe data.

Table 2.2 shows the distribution of the qauging stations quoted, divided
into rivers and lakes.
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Table 2.1: Water Level Gauging StaÈions in the Nordic Countries (1980)

* These figures are from nist (1980)

** Includes 1 1 artesian recorders

Table 2.2: Water Level Stations in the Nordic Countries
According to Type (1980)

Denmark Finland Iceland* Norway Sweden

Total number of stations
for flow rate
for water levels

Non-Registerinq Stations
By direct reading

using scale
using low-water bolt

adtlition to scale
using Low-water bolt

alone
By indirect reading

Registering Stations
By float,

v¡ith chart registration
with rnagnetic tape

registraÈion
By pressure registration

Telemetric Stations

238
189

49

15

0

0
0

223
222

1

0

0

85

58
o

572
358
214

413

159
159

0
0

0

157
105

21

14

123t t,

110**

9

3

1160
690
470

612
582

120

30
0

548
500

6
19

23

300
233

67

71

68

20

3

o

229
229

0
0

10

Denmark Finland Iceland Norway Sweden

Gauging stations in rivers
manual
automatíc recorders
telenetric

Gauging stations in lakes
and reservoirs
manual
automatic recorders
telemetric

202
3

199
0

36
12
24

0

301
214

87
0

271
199

72
0

105

?,1

635
220
415

0

525
380
122

23

156
24

132
4

144
47
97

6
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2.1 .2 Discharge Data

Many different teehniques can be foun<l for gauging discharge in rivers.
The choice of method depends on the condition of the river where the
gauging is to be done, as well as the national practice. This chapter
concentraÈes on techniques used in the Nor<1ic countries. To obtain
information about other gauging techniques refer to Herschy (1978).

2.1 .2.1 Intiividual Recordings

Indivídual reeor<lings describe gauging or the appraisal of the flow rate
at a given time or the highest flow rate reached during a flood.

The most common gauginq method in the Nordic countries is the so-called
velocity-area method. It involves calculating the area of a cross-section
of the river and measurinq the mean velocity of the river throuqh it. The
area is calculated by measuring a number of verticals over the
cross-section.

The velocity can be determined using floats and other instruments.
Virtually all rìiseharge measurements by this method are taken with the
help of current meters which measure the velocity at a nunber of points on
each vertical. The number of revolutions for each gauging is determined
by means of a counter antl a stopwatch. Data are recorded on a data form
or in an observations book.

At pov¡er stations and outlet systems, measuring instruments are also used
that convert kinetic energy of potentíal energy, eg, venturi channels.

In turbulent rivers lacking good sites for current meters r a tracer is put
in the water to gauge the flow raÈe. This is called the diluting
technique. Tracers such as a common salt, colouring or radio-active
isotopes are used. This method has especial-ly been used in Norway.
Usually common salt has been used as a tracer.

The dilution technique usrrally entails laboratory work after readings have
been taken. In Norvi¡ay an alternative procedure has been used whích was
first published by Sognen and Aastad (1928). Time points, amount of
dilution and calibration curves, that are necessary to calculate the flow
rate, are recorded on special data forms.

A number of methods exist for indirect determination of maximum discharge
during flooding, after the ftood has peaked. These are based on charting
the peak water levels and thereby the profile of Èhe l,rater surface. The
flow rate can then be worked out by catculation according to hyclraulic
laws.

By srrch methods Manningrs formula is often used tg reconstruct peak flow
rates in rivers and open channels. lfhere the river has been narrowed by a

bridge, the surface profile will be changed. If this is known, one can
estimate the flow rates from the energy and continuity equations.
Corresponding techniques can be used to estimate flooding in culverts.

For dams, the flood flow rates can be found with the help of overflol,{
formulae. Choice of an overflow fornula depends on the type of dan.
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Indirect gauging techniques must be used because there are few gauginqs
available of extreme floods. This is partly k¡ecause conditions for
measuring at the site become impossible and partly because such floods are
often short-lived so that qualified personnel cannot reach the gauging
site in time.

Table 2.3 gives a survey of the distribution of various gauging methods
used in the Nordic countries.

Table 2.3: Flow-Rate Readings in the Nordic Countries According Èo
Gauging Methods in 1980

Denmark Finland Ice lan<1 Norv/ay Sweden

Total number of readings
with allowance for ice*,

by current meter
by tracer
by float

All figures are approximate

1810*

1785
0

25

400
140
400

0
o

650
200
620

30
0

200
40

200
0
0

Includes measurements fron all the 202 permanent stations. There
\.rere at least as many measurements taken from other localities.

** fhe need to make an allowance for ice varies a lot from year to year
in Denmark. On average an estimated 'l0B of measurements are Èaken
in connection with the ice allo!,rance.

2.1 .2.2 Continuous Methods

Gauging discharge is a time consuming operation requiring special equip-
menÈ and qualified personnel. By comparison, water level measurement is
simple. The relation between r,{ater level and c1íscharge is determine¡l by a
control section below the gauging station. Depending on the form of the
control section, various profiles can be determined for the shape of the
discharge curve at high and low r^¡ater Ievels. As lonq as the control
section remains unchanged, the diseharge curve will remain stable. An
inportant task in quality control is to estabtish if anrl determine when
the control profile has been changerl.

The <lischarge curve can be expresse<l either in tat¡le form or as an
equation of the type:

where q is discharge, h
curve segrnent and a and
concurrenÈ measurements

q = a(h-h)bo'

the water level, h zero point for that particular
b are constants. 8n" relation is determined from
of water level and dischêrÇfê r Often the curve
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wiII be composed of several segments with <lifferent values of the curve
constants.

At many stations this <tefinite relation will be disturbed by obstructíons
of ice in winter antl vegetation in summer. This requires extra discharge
gauginqs ancl special data processing, outline<| in section 2,3.

Based on measurement of the enerqy production, the <lischarge through a

hydro-electric power station can Lre calculated by the formula:

p = pgegh

where P is the power output, p the density of the water, I the acceler-
ation due to gravity, Q Èhe rlischarge, h the fall ancl e is efficiency.

This formula gives the immediate discharge. To find the mean discharge
per day, the dail_y energy production and the daily fall are used.

Discharge from reservoirs is calculated from information on gate positions
and by the aid of overflow formulae when the water level is known.

In smaller rivers and canals, fixed gauging devices such as weirs and
flumes are used. At places of unstable profile, concrete foundation
plates can be built on the riverbed to establish better gauging con-
ditions. Such stations are mostly use<1 in connection with special
research projects and hardly ever in the normal network of stations in the
Nordic countries.

Table 2.4 is a survey of recorder stations in the Nordic countries. Table
2.5 gives a elassification of stations grouped by size of catchment area.

TabLe 2.42 Classification of Discha Stations in the Nordic Countries

Denmark Finland Iceland Norway Sweden

Total number of stations

Stations with stage/discharge
curves

- with scal-e and manual
reading

- with registering equiPment
- with registering equiPment

and gauging weirs

Stations without definite
stage/discharge curves
- po\.¡er stations
- reservoirs

Stations hrith direct
díscharge registration

189

182

0
160

22

7

2

5

o

358

205

105
63

57

133
109

24

0

105

75

12
90

30

690

646

206
410

30

44
38

6

0

337

233

5s
153

22

104
96
I

0
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Table 2.5: Classification of Discharge Stations in the Nordic Countries
Accordinq to Size of Catchment Area

Catchment lrea (kn2) Denmark Finlan<l Iceland Norway Swerlen

> 10
10 - 100

100 - 1 000
1 000 - 10 000

10 000 <

5

111
70

3

0

33
34

106
132

53

30
214
329
102

15

18
32

122
130

35

Table 2.6 shows the number of stations considered to have a sÈable dis-
charge curve and those influenced by obstructions of ice or vegetation.
It also shows how many stations are affected by obstructions downstream.

Table 2.6: Quality Evaluation of Stage-Discharge Curves

Denmark Finland Iceland Nor\^/ay Sweden

Number of sÈations with sÈable
discharge curves

Number of stations with ice
obstructions
- every winter
- occasional winters

Number of stations w.ith
obstructions caused by
vegetation

Number of sÈations \Àtith nat-
ural alteration of the control
profile or the control section

Number of stations affected by
dowpstream obs tructions
- natural
- caused by human activity

18

189

149
40

171

*

3

1

2

130

91

85
6

3

4
3
1

300

368

245
123

6

12

4
2

2

163

61

36
25

8

o

1

0
1

* Probably occurs
are probably so

to a large number
dominant that the

of stations, but
remaining causes

vegetation blockages
cannot be isolated.
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2.2 Primary Processing of Data

Hy<lrometric data for processing and storing in various registers consists
mainly of tirne series, observed at certain points of tine with fixed or
variable measurement frequency, or by continuous measurement. In addi-
tion, correlate<i values of water leve1 and diseharge are observed in order
to establish discharge curves.

2.2.1 Time Series Data

At every station the water level or discharge is observed as a function of
time.

Data are recorded by different me<lia according to the instruments and
purpose of the station.

There are a number of stages Èhat apply to the collection and processinq
of such data, regardless of which recording medium or gauging technique is
used. They are:

(l) 1¡tre field stage. This includes the gauging itself, the transfer to
the recording me<lium, change of paper or other storage medium, and
registering and assembling control data and other inforrnation
necessary for further processing.

(21 Transfer of data to the office. This can be done through the mail
or telecommunications.

(3) Recordinq and preparing stage. If data are not received they must
be requested from the fietd station. Individual error control and

correction of obvious errors and preparation for diqitising follow.

Punching or digitising.

Fee<ling data into the working register with various automatíc
conÈrols.

Interactive fault-finding and correction, ice conversion and
completion.

Feeding ínto historical archives, final control and approval.

of this process can be <ione locally in regional offíces, although
is not taken into account in the system charts that fo1Iow.

(4)

(s)

(6)

(71

Parts
this

2 .2.2 Vlater Level/Discharge

These data also go through a series of stages:

(1) The field stage, which covers the gauging itself with transfer to
the punched form. Data are taken to the district office or head
office for further Processing.

(2) Preparation for Punching.
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( 3) Punching.

(4) Computation.

(5) Er¡aluation of results. Hydraulic controls. Comparison with
existing curve, if any. Approval if needed.

(6) working out a ne!Í curve based on gauginqs. Testing of the curvêo

Figure 2.1 shows the sequence in the collection of clata registered at
telecommunication stations and conversíon of data with a fine time
resolution. Figure 2.2 shows the sequence for error correction and ice
conversion. Figure 2.3 shows the sequence of data processing of discharge
gaugings. Atl fiqures show how quality cont¡rol can be carried out.

2.3 Processing of Data When the Point of Gauginq is Infl-uence<l þ)¡
Obstructions

The use of discharge curves is dependent on the connection between water
Ievel and discharge being stable. This in turn is reliant on the gauging
stations not being influenced by obstructions downstream (e9, downstream
Iakes or confluences of tributaries). In such cases the water level
should be gauged on t\¡ro scales and calculated by the two-scale method
(which is not discussed here).

A much more important cause for the disturbance of this water LeveL/
discharge connection is when blockages of ice or vegetation are formed in
the control secÈion or reach of river. !{ater level data collected in such
times must either be corrected or be converted to discharge using correc-
ted discharge curves.

2.3.1 lce Blockages and Ice Conversions

In the Nordic countries the winter perio<1 varies from 8 months in the
north Eo 1-2 months in the south. During winter there is usually a low
run-off. Collectivety the volume of run-off makes up usually only 10-30È
of the yearly volume. In this period there can be problems in maintaining
discharge stations. this influences the accuracy of determining the rlis-
charge. One reason is that ice may forn in the control section. The ice
can be of various types - iee slush floating in the water, a solid cover
of ice, solid ice through to the bottom antl dams of iee. All types of ice
alter the hydraulic properties of the river and usually cause the water-
leve1 to rise. In these circumstances the r¡/ater levels observed will give
too high a discharge figure and rnust be reduce<l .

Table 2.6 includes the numh¡er of stations in the Nordic countries that are
influenced by ice.

In Nor\"¡ay correction and ice conversion are usually carried out during the
water level observations whereas the discharge is calculate<l by means of
the dischârÇê crJrvêo In the other Nordic countries the correcÈions on the
discharge are calculated out from dammed up water levels.
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DIGITAÍ, DATA FROM TELEMETRIC STATIONS

Field station

Local <lata-processingt

Transmission

Central cìata

processing

Data conversion

Figure 2.1: Flow Chart for Data from Tel-emetric Stations, Collection and
Conversion

Digital regisÈering, perhaps storing data
in temporary storage at the station

Local intermediate storage

Primary processing at
the station perhaps

with primary inspection

Teletransforming to set times or by
conversations over telecommunication

network, cable or satellite etc

Inspection of
data received.
Intermediate

storage

Central primary
processing and

inspection.
fnternediate

storage

fntermediate storaqe

Data \^¡ith fine time resolutíon is converted
to <laily data and stored in Archive 1.
Þ<tremes within each day are deterrnined

an<1 stored separately

Archive 1 Raw Data
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Archive 1

Raw DataVùater level or discharge data plotted with temperature
and precipitation data from me.teorological stations nearby

Simulation of winter <ìata by
use of model and

¡neteorol-ogical data .

Data is manually corrected for
errors and ice blockages.
Data entered on lists.

Punching of lists.

Interactive correction by
ordinates lighting pen on
graphical screen in the

archive.

Mechanical aligrunent of data. l¡lechanical correction based
on simulated winter data.

Mechanical inspection of
single errors and consistenc

against other stations.
Feasibility inspection of

discharge data.

Archive 2
Corrected

Data

Interactive inspection of
suspect data possibly on

graphic screen.

Feeding in corrected data to
the historical archive, ie,

Archive 2.

Figure 2.2: FIow Chart for lce Conversion and Error Correcting
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Gauging of discharge in rivers by use of flow-meter or by the salt
nethod. Data recorded on special forms for later punching

Dispatch of forms

Punching of data

Mechanical calculation of Èhe diseharge.
Possible plotting of vertícals, cross-

sections and velocity profíle. Printout
of data for hydraulic inspection

Check list

Eva1uaÈion of gauging

uging O.K. Finish

Punching of related water levels and
discharges for possible permanent

storage in a discharge gauging archive
Discharge
Gaugings

Mechanical calculation of discharge function

Inspection of segment division and
choice of validity period, possibly by

double-mass methorl

Archive 2
Corrected data

Discard of data. Choice
of new period or segment

Permanent storage of discharge function in
the forn of a table or curve constant

Figure 2.3: Flow Chart for Processing Discharge Data
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Such ice conversions are based mainly on a subjective judgrnent by the
hydrol-ogist htho Performs the conversion. For stations with constant
changes of cold and mild h¡eather periods it can be difficult to decide if
water level changes are caused by changes in water flow or by ice
blockages. Snowfall on ice covered lakes wilt press out equivalent \'rater

masses so the discharge increases even if the temperature is under OoC'

Ice changes upstre.. ã.n, in the short tern, cause storing of water and

thereby reduce discharge aÈ the station. when the dam of ice breaks
Iater, there will be minor flooding'

Another phenomenon that occurs in connection with ice cover on a river iS

thaÈ the discharge is quickly reduced because considerable arnounts of
water are bound up in the forn of ice. For example a quiet flowing river
that is 50 km lon! and 1 00 m wide will bind water in the form of ice that
is equivalent to a discharge of 3 cumecs when the mean temperature is
-100c.

2.3.1 .1 Procedure for lce Conversion

The most used technique for ice conversion is the graphical method'

Discharge gaugings that have been taken during winter are used as an aid'
It is pieferable to use as many \,tinter gaugings as possible, but in prac-
tice Èhere are usually just one or t\¡to gaugings taken at each station
during \4rinter. This may be sufficient for stations with stable winter
conditions and a decreasing discharge throughout winter, but is not enough

in areas vrith frequent changes between cold and mild periods '

Discharge gaugings during winter are less reliable than those from ice-
free conditions. The gauging uncertainty can amount to 50t. At the same

time the measured discharge can be far less than in the equivalent ice-
free water levels and discharge gaugings that the discharge curve is based

on.

The method consists of a hydrograph showing the blocked water levels or
discharges. The measured discharges or corresponding blocked q¡ater levels
are plotted in the graph. Then the blocked data is reduced in such a

manner that the new hydrograph goes throrrgh the gauged points.

If the discharge falls steadiJ-y over the winter it can be interpolated
mathematically by determining the recession equation. In practice though'
the hydrograph is determined by drawing it through the gauged points
manually or interactively on a graphíc screen-terminal.

If one or two nearby stations can be found that are not affected by ice
blockages, data from then can be used as an aid for ice conversion.
Temperature and precipitation records from nearby weather stations can
also be used.

Other methods of ice conversion include the "Koupilas" method which is
also ba6ad on discharge qaugings taken rluri.ng winter. From the gauged and
estimated discharge, calculated from the blocked water level, a conversion
factor is found that can vary Èhroughout the winter. This technique suits
stations with stable winter conditions best. For stations with unstable
winter conditions, the conversion factor will vary irregularly. The
technique is most unreliable at the beginning and end of the ice period.
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The "Kova1evs" method also uses a conversion factor. This is determined
from the geometry of the section and from the water level- ånd ice thick-
ness gaugings.

There have also been attempts to use mathematícal runoff models for ice-
conversion by ealibrating these for frost free periods. Later the modef
has been used to simulate discharge data in the ice period. Experiments
in Denmark show that there are certain problems with this method, because
the recession in the ice period seems to disagree with the recession in
dry weather periods without frost.

2.3.2 Vegetation Blockages

From Table 2.6 it is apparent that vegetation blockages are especially a
problem in Denmark, though the probtem is also found to a lesser degree in
the other Nordic countries.

Near1y aII the Danish gauging stations have reach control, that is the
water level at the gauging station is calculated from cross-section ancl
hydraulic roughness in the reach of river downstream.

In reach control the connection between discharge and water level varies
depending on profile qeometry and hydraulic roughness. Changes in rough-
ness are usually dependent on the seasons, as they are cause<l by vegeta-
tion in the riverbed.

In order to take the vegetation into account, a different method is used
in Denmark to calculate the <lischarge from the water level. As in rivers
with section control, discharge curves are established based on correlated
gaugings of water levet and discharge, taken in ice ancl vegetation-free
periods.

Based on frequent discharge gaugings and knowledge of actual times for
cutting vegetat-ion, the discharge is found for times between gauqings. ft
is calculated from gauged water levels and a diseharge curve that is con-
tinuously adjusted during the growing period.

2.4 Sources of Errors

The method used to detect errors in water level or discharge data depends
on the type of error. The !ùorking croup has analysecl the dífferent
gauging techniques that are used in the Nordic countries today. The
purpose of this analysis has been to find out which types of errors are
most. likety to be found in data collecte<l by the various methods.

The results of this anal-ysis are shown in the following tables. Here the
errors are grouped according to the source of error such as the observer,
instrumentation, other installation at the point of gauging, inspection
routine, preparation and office routine. The errors are numbered in the
tables. Chapter 3 contains tables of the techniques which can be used to
detect the various errors.

It must be emphasised that the following tables are not based on any
systematic research in archives to establish the actual error frequency.
The tables can therefore show errors that never occur. There may also be
types of errors overlooked kry the Vforking Group.



No Caused by Type of Error

1.1.1 observer Systematic error in reading.
1.1.2 il Metre read instead of decimetrer or

opposite.
1 .1 .3 rr Error in copying, e9r 1.8 instead of

1.08.
1.1.4 r Misreading because of water level varia-

tions at the time of reading (splash or
blockage effect).

1.1.5 ,' the observer does interpolations himself.
1 .1 .6 'r lllegible handwriting.
1.1.7 n hlrong number of days in the month given.
1.1.8 " Individual errors in observed level.
1.1.9 " Missing station number and/or date.

1.2.1 Scale Choice of division and markings that lead
to misunderstandings.

1.2.2 " Tlhe scale hangs crookedly or sits
incorrectly.

1.2.3 " The scale cannot be read at all levels.

'l .3.1 Instaltation inspection The hydrologist chooses lvrong zero point.
1 .3.2 rr I' The hydrologist gives misleading instruc-

tions to the observer.

1.4.1 Office processing Mixed up station numbers or zero point.
1 .4.2 rt rr Faulty recording by the punch operaÈor.
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Tab1e 2.8: Sources of Errors lfith Chart lÍater Level Recorders

Caused by Type of Error

2.1 .1 Observer Error in reading the reference watermark
(see 1 .1 .1-1 .1 .4, 1 .1 .6) .

2.1.2 " Water leve1 read from the chart instead
of the reference scale.

2.1 .3 rr Clockwork not wound up.
2.1 .4 rr lùrong idling adjustment.
2.1.5 r Error in time registration and station

identification (see 1.1.8, 1.1.9).
2.1 .6 'r The pen is not checketl .
2.1.7 " The paper is not fastened on the

cylinder.
2.1.8 " The paper is inserted the wrong way or

unevenly.
2.1 .9 " lvrongly scaled chart installed.
2.1.10 " The paper is not changed on time.

2.2.1 Scale Error in the reference scale (see
1 .2.1-1 .2.3) .

No

2.3 .1 Diagram Wrong lines on the diagram.

2.4.1 Instrument Fault in the turning (reverse) screw.
2.4.2 r Fault j-n the coupling (connection).
2.4.3 " The pen gets stuck in, or tears up the

paper.
2.4.4 " The line slips on the wheel.
2.4.5 n Float not watertight.
2.4.6 " Change in shape of the float.
2 .4.7 'r wrong length of the line.
2.4.8 'r The weiqht or the float get stuck ín the

weII or collide.
2.4.9 r Fault in the clockwork.
2.4.10 " Bad balance between float and counter-

weight.

2.5.1 WeII Poor connection between the well and
watercourse. (The connecting pipe filled
with si1t, broken pipe or ice in the
well.) The pipe lies higher than the
Iowest water leveI.

2 .5 .2 I' Poor calning ef f ect.
2.5.3 rr Mixed density in the well (because of

saltwater).
2.5.4 " The well is not vertical.



2.6.1

2.6.2

2.6.3
2.6.4

2.6.5

Installation insPection

22

Ihe hydrologist records the wrong water
Ievel on the diaqram.
Hydrologist installs the float and coun-
terweight so that registering direcÈion
is altered.
Hydrologist chooses wrong zero point.
Hydrologist gives $trong instructions to
the observer.
Hydrologist gives \,rrong exchange propor-
tions.

t-

I

I

l

1

2.7.1
2.7 .2

2.7 .3
2.7 .4
2.7 .5

2.7 .6
2.7 .7

2.7 .8

It

I

tl

Mixed up chart scales.
Too fer,{ $tater levels taken from the
chart.
wrong water level recorded.
Misinterpretation of reversed recordings.
Chart trace Èoo thick. Difficult to
decide which is the mean curve (see
2.5.2) .
Fault in iligitising instruments.
Mistaken reconstruction of missing or
wrong recordings.
Misjudgement of assumed êrrof,¡
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of Errors lVith Punched-Ta V{ater Level Recorders

No Caused by Type of Error

3 .'l .1
3.1 .2

3.1 .3
3.1 .4
3.1.5

Observer
il

tl

I

I

(See 2.1 .1 | 2.1 .3-2.1.5.)
The observer makes incorrect markings
the Èape.
Incorrect installation of the tape.
Tape wrong \4tay on the sPool.
The observer has not changed the tape
time.

3 .2.1 Error in the reference scale (see
1 .2.1-1 .2,3) .

3.3.1

3.3.2

Tape

I

The tape absorbs moisture and swells.
This leads to the punching mechanism
getting jammed.
The tape breaks.

3 .4.1
3.4.2
3.4.3
3.4.4

3 .4.5
3 .4.6

Instrument
tl

I

tl

tl

il

( See 2 .4 .4-2.4 .'l 0 . )
Skips punching or punches too often.
Some pins in the Punch get jammed.
lrlechanical breakdown in the punching
mechanism.
Electronic fault in the signal equipment.
Power failure.

3 "5.1 well ( See 2 .5 .1-2.5 .4 . )

3.6.1 Installation inspection (See 2 .6.2-2.6.5 ' )

3.7 .1
3.7 .2
3.7.3

Office
tl

I

The tape is torn during interpreÈation'
Wrong identification of the taPe.
Incorrect punching of start and finish
times wíth relevant water levefs.
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Table 2.1 Oz Sources of Error for l,lagnetic Tape l{ater Level Recorders

Caused by I\rpe of Error

4.1 .1
4.1.2
4.1.3

(See 2.1 .1 , 2.1 .3-2.1 .5.)
The cassette inserted the vrrong way.
Cassette not changed in time.

4.2.1 Sca]-e Errors in the reference scale (see
1 .2.1-',| .2.2.) .

4.3.1
4.3.2
4.3.3
4.3.4
4.3.5

Instrument
tl

It

tr

I

(See 2.4.4-2.4.10.)
Magnetising' error.
Dust on the writing head..
Por,rer failure.
Scratches ând wear on the tape.

4.4.1 !0elI (See 2.5.1 -2.5.4.)

4.5.1

4.5.2

Installation inspection

lt ll

The hydrologist records the wrong r¡tater
leve1 when inspecting.
( See 2 .6.2-2.6.5 . )

4.6.1
4.6.2

Office
tl

Cassettes mixed up.
(See 3 .7 .3.,

L

t'
I

Iø

I
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Table 2.112 of Errors Dioital Recording With Followi

No Caused bY Type of Error

5.1 .1 Mechanical gauging
ínstruments

See 2 .4.4-2.5.4 for gauging instruments
that use floats. Other gauging prin-
ciples will lead to other types of errors
that should be evaluated indívidually'

5 .2.1

5.2.2

5 .2.3
5.2.4

5 .2.5

Electronic equiPment

I

il

Error in conversion from
to digital value.
Other electronic errors
tion.
Electronic error at the
Programning error at the
receiver station.
Internal loss of Power.

gauging signal

at the field sta-

receiver station.
field or

I

tl

5.3.1
5.3.2

5.3.3

Transmission of
rt ll

data
n

il

Break in the transmission line.
Noise on Èhe line (can lead to errors in
the transmitted signal) .

Error in transmission of data from the
receiving station to the main computer'
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Tab1e 2.122 Types of Error When Gauging in Gauging Weirs and Fixe<l
_G_a,uS]_nS .S 

t r-u-c.t u r-e-s_

No Caused by Type of Error

6.1 .1 Recording instrument See sources of error when recortling
charts, punched tape, magnetic tape
telemetered instruments .

on
or

6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3

6.2.4
6.2.5

6.2.6

Gauqing-construction
I

I

ll

I

Gauging weir leaking.
Fault in the geometry of the opening.
Fault in the construction of the inlet
channel.
Possible blockage below the weir.
fnlet channel and gauging construction
are not constant (caused by vegetaÈion
and sedimenÈation effects) .
Changes in the crown of the dam or the
ievel of the weir invert relative to the
scale.

6.3.1 Calibration Calibration error.

6.4.1 Office Use of wrong calibration meÈhod.
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No Caused by Type of Error

7.1.1 Obsqrver
7.1 .2 '

7.1 .3 '
7.1.4 tr

7.1 .5 rr

7.1 .6 '
7.1.7 '

7.1 .g 'r

7.1.9 '

7.1.10 "

Error lvhen reading water level.
Error when gauginq depth or distance from
the river bank.
Gauging time too short.
Gauging tine misread.
Numbers of signals misreadl.
Number of gauging points insufficient.
Misjudgement of water transport past
qauging points in contributing creeks.
Error in determining the 'thresholdl
(riverbed etc at gauging station).
The current meter is not positioned
correctly in relation to the current.
The current aÈ the neter is influenced by
the boat or observer.

7.2.1 Gaugíng station or Rapid change of water level during
conditions gauging.

7 .2.2 n Back eddY.
7 .2.3 I' Rocks in the gauging prof ile.
7.2.4 " Inward current at the bottom in opposite

direction to the surface current.
7 .2.5 I' Cross current.
7 .2.6 n Build uP-síIting etc.
7.2.7 il lce or vegetation in the river.

7.3.1 Instrument
7 .3.2 '
7 .3.3 '

Calibration fault.
Number of signals incorrect.
Friction too high (oil viscosity too
high, ice in the current meter etc).

7.4.1 Office Calibration curves mixed up.
7 ,4.2 rr Punchíng errors.
7.4.3 rr Error in calculation of the velocity pro-

files or discharge profile.
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No Caused by I\zpe of Error

8.1 .1 Observer (See 7.1 .1 . )
8.1.2 " Insufficient mixing of Èhe brine.
8.1.3 " Error in measuring the volune of brine.
8.1.4 rr Time misread during gauging.
8.1.5 rr Misreading of conductivity or resistance.
8.1.6 " Gauged data misrecorded.
8.1.7 " Inaccuracy in mixing of secondary solution

used during calibration.
8.1.8 il InaccuraÈe extraction of volumes of secon-

dary solution during calibration.
8.1.9 il Insufficient sÈirring of Èhe solution in

the calibration basin.
8.1.10 " UncÌeanliness leading to conÈamination of

the calibration basin.

8.2.1 Gauging section and (See 7 .2.1 .)
conditions

8.2.2 " Poor mixing of the brine in the water
through the whole profile. (Detected by
use of dye.)

8.2.3 ' variation in the natural conductivity of
the water.

8.2.4 tr Temperature difference between river and
calibration basin.

8.2.5 ' Precipitation or spray from waterfall into
the calibration basin during gauging.

8.2.6 'r Insufficient transport time for Èhe brine
in the river leading to an excessive con-
centration. (Can be corrected by moving
the release point upstream.)

8.2.'l ' Insufficient brine so that the salt con-
centration is difficult to measure.

8.2.8 " The electrodes lie in a pool with poor
exchange of water so representative
gaugings are not possible.

8.3.1 Instrument UnfortunaÈe choice of sensitivity area,
such thaÈ the highest concentraÈions fall
outside the area or that changes in con-
centration can hardly be read.

8.3.2 tr Fau1ty electrodes.
8.3.3 n Poor connection between electrode and the

instrument.
8.3.4 ' Other faults in the instrument.
8.3.5 ' Uneven speed on magnetic tape recorder

where used.

8.4.1 Office Error in punching.
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Tab1e 2.152 Types of Error in Adjustment and Use of Discharge Curves

No Caused bY Il¡pe of Error

9.1.1 Observer/hydroloqist Discrepancy in water level reading bet-
ween the observer and the hydrologist
that measures the discharge.

9.2.1 Adjustment of discharge Use of wrong <lata when adjusting the
curves formula.

9.2.2 rr rr " Error in extrapolation to higher or lower
ungauged water level-s.

g .2.3 rr rr " Unsuitable choice of formula during
adj ustment.

9.2.4 rr rr " Unsuitable division of curve segments.

9.3.1 Use of curve to calcu- Undetected changes in the control
Iate the discharge section.

9.3.2 Discharge vegetation build-up not allowed for.
9.3.3 rr lce build-up not allowed for.
9.3.4 il Discharge curves mixed uP.

Table 2.162 Types of Error in DaÈa collected frojn_EleIggs_Lakes
and PoÌ{er Stations

No Caused bY Type of Error

'10.1.1 Observer/gauging Error in storage lake water level (see
equipmenÈ 1 .1 .1 and 1 .1.2).

1O.1.2 Gauginq programme Observations of storage lake water levels
too infrequent.

10.1 .3 rr rr Missing observations of overf low.
10.1 .4 rr tr Error in gíven release qate positions.
10.1 .5 rr tr Variatíon in water level between the

storage lake scale and the weir
crest/release gate.

10.1.6 tr 't Error in anount of fall used in calcùIa-
tion of discharge.

10.1 .7 rr rt Error in measuring energy production.

10.2.1 CalibraÈion errors Error in storage lake cüEV€.
10.2.2 " 'r Error in overflow formula for dam.
10.2.3 tt tr Error in calculation of discharge from

release gate.
10.2.4 !{ear on needles, guide Incorrect efficiency value used in cal-

wheels and blades/vanes culation of discharge through the power
station.
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3. SEARCHING FOR ERRORS

3.1 General

Quality control should be carried out at all steps of data collection and
processing. It is important that any errors be detected as early as
possible. The source of Èhe errors is then usually easier to trace and
quicker to remove.

It is therefore important to search for errors:

(a) in the field;

(b) during recording and preparations;

(c) while entering into the recording system;

(d) during ice and vegetation conversion and correlation with historical
data.

3.2 Inspection in the Field

The most effective form of control for finding and eliminating causes of
error is, without doubt, control incorporated in station inspection.

The various Nordic countries have different routines for station
inspection. Inspections are necessary to check that instruments and other
gauging equipment function correctly. Furthermore, it is important to
detect possible changes in the hydraulic control of water level at the
recorder.

AII relevant information abouÈ the station must be recorded so that it can
be included ín that stationrs historical records. Àt present in Norway an
inspection form is filled in when the station is visited (see enclosure
2). Until now Èhese forms have no+- been processed regularly. Forms of
this kind can make a valuable contrit¡ution to a continuously uptlated
sÈation history if information is regularly taken out and stored.

3.3 Controls in Recording and Preparation of Data

Many errors can be detected by the recording of incoming data and in
preparation for digitising. The fol-lowing should be especíally
emphasised:

(a) that data is received;

(b) thaÈ the identification of the station is correct;

(c) that there are no obvious writing errors in control data or
observation books;

(d) that the recordings seem reasonablei

(e) hydraulic controls of discharge gaugings.
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3.4 Controls During Digitising

Some errors can t¡e detected during digitising or punching, especially by
experienced operators. By double-punching, punching errors can virtually
be eliminatecl. Double-punching will also reveal if the basis for the
punching is so unclear that it can be interpreted in more than one r¡¡ay.
Calcrrlation of digitised data and comparison with the basis use<l are today
one aspect of the work in digitising charts. This technigue is a severe
metho<l of inspection, but possibly unneeessary to check the digitising of
diaqrams.

3.5 Quality Control Base<l on the Use of Computers

Quatity control of hyrlrometric data will usually be based on the use of
comparative data in one form or another. Data will either be compared to
earlier values from the <iame series, with correspondinç¡ data from nearby
stations or with simulated outlet series based on corresponding observa-
tions of precipitation and temperature.

A funclamental problem in quality control of data is that the comparable
data can also contain errors. This makes it <lifficult to identify errors
definitely. Bigger data-processing institutions yearly receive vast
amounts of data. Newer instruments will result in sections of these data
coming in with increasing swiftness. If these data are to be processed
continuously, the time and effort that can be spent on processing a single
data series are limited. As much as possible of the primary data control
shoulcl therefore be automated. Suspicious data should be identified and
noted through a system of automatic routines.

Data that are clearly incorrect should be rejected by the preliminary
sys.tem or marked as explained in section 4.3. If such errors can be
corrected by autornatic techniques, that can also be done by the pre-
liminary system.

Usually errors cannot be identifie<1 beyond tioubt. There is therefore,
often the need for a manual evaluation by the person responsible for the
station, who knows the conditions at the place of gauging. As a help in
such evaluations the person shoulcl use a system of interactive control
routines. To simplify the work the test results shoul<l be written on data
lists that contain a minimum of adjacent information. Graphical data
charts are very effective in showing errors. This assumes the use of a
graphic screen if large quantities of data are to be inspected.

There is a nee<1 to check long data-series when these are qoinq to be used
in different analyses. In srrch a control the time pressure is less than
with continuous control of new data. It is therefore possible to use more
time and resource demanding metho<ls in such controls.

3.6 Metho<ls of Quality Control Using a Computer

Table 3.1 lists methods that can be used to detect errors by neans of a
computer. The methods are numbered consecutively according to the order
in which they are included in the data processing. In the tabl-es which
follow, the methods are referred to by their number in table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Survey of Techniques Used for Quality Control of Data

Method

1 Double punching by two different operators and mechanical inspection
if simuttaneous or following data coincide.

2 Comparison of mechanically made monthly totals and totals made
previously using the punching basis.

3 plotting of digitised data from charts for visual eomparison with the
original data.

4 Compare timing against the earliest and latest dates. If incorrect
reject and report.

5 Check whether tlaÈa are already recorde<1 for the station for this
period. If so and if the clata deviate from \,rhat are already
recorded, reject data and rePort.

6 Check whether the last value of the forner reading coincides with the
first value in the new data. If there is a large variation' reporÈ
(and the ne$¡ dat,a should be rejected).

7 Compare time of recording on the diagran with that in the observerrs
noÈes.

8 Compare water level changes in the period of recording with the
observerrs reading on the reference scale. If the deviation exceeds,
êg, 3 cm per chart, report.

9 Record in a manual or mechanical register, time and level variations
for each instrument. Trends must be checked regularly. Tf sudden
changes occur, the instrument/station rnust be inspected.

10 Carry out other controls on the function of the instrument, rlependent
on the way the instrument works.

1 1 Compare observed values againsÈ fixed or seasonat-dependent limit-
values for the variation êrêâ¡ If the observation falls outside
them, report.

12 Compare changes occurring between two consecuÈive values. If the
changes are above or below fixed or seasonal-dependent limits,
report.

1 3 Continuous control of 3-5 consecutive values with a search for
unlikely combinations. (Best suited for dat,a with a fine
time-scale. )

14 Plotting of new observations for every day in Èhe specific month or
year on the same diagram as the highest, lowest and the mean value
for every day in the month/year for earliêr fêêrSo

1 5 plot the difference betvreen two consecutive days in the same v¡ay as

in method 14.
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16 Calculate monthly and yearly means for the outlet and compare these
against data from earlier Years.

j7 plot yearly or monthly hydrographs for several surrounding stations.
VisualIy evaluate common variations.

1 I Use of regression analysis on a daily basis against surrounding
stations to itlentify situations that deviate greatly from the
regression.

1g Use of precipitation/flow moclels to identify errors '

ZO Compare discharges within a catchment area. If the <lischarge dimin-
ishes tlownstream and there is no transfer of water, a rePort should
be given.

21 Analyse supply to storage dams, or of monthly supply' Long periods
with neqative supply point towards an error in storage <lata, storage
curve or outlet data.

22 List anrd check the monthly extremes for every year in the series.
(Used to detect gross errors.)

23 Cornpare yearly or monthly means for each year or month in the series
against fixed or seasonal-dependent limits. (Used to detect gross
errors. )

24 Analyse envel-oping curves and means for each day in the year during
the complete data series. (Useci to detect gross errors.) As support
also use enveloping curves for daily change in observed values.

25 PIot of data series (as yearly and nonthly neans) in same diagram as

<lata series from other stations. (Detects gross errors, but can also
indicate a break in uniformitY.)

26 Use of regression analysis for yearly or monthly means. (Used to
detect gross errors. can also be used to indicate a break in
uni formi ty . )

27 Test trends in yearly means. (Can show breaks in uniformity.)

2g Test brends in means for specific months. (Can detect redistribution
of water durinq the Year.)

29 Use of time-series analysis for monthly means. (By removing yearly
fluctuations the autocorrelation formula can be used to detect breaks
in unformity. )

30 Double mass analysis for yearly totals, seasonal totals etc. (Shows

a break in uniformitY.)

31 Various hydraulic controls for discharge gauging. To be taken in
connection with calculations of the gauging results '

32 Frequency analysis of the number of values that fall outsí<le the
surveyed part of the scalers actual variation limits. Count up the
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number of and contribution to the total outlet of the observed water
level-s that fall on the extrapolated part of the discharge curve.
(cives a general picture of the uncertainty in the calculated dis-
charge. )

33 Frequency analysis of the <lifference between two gauging stations
worked out from the daily water level on one of them. (Can inrlicate
errors in the discharge curve restricted to certain levels.)

Some of the methods can be usetl in automatic controls. For such controls
some methods nee<l certain additional information if they are to function
automatically. Incorrect lirnits for reasonability tests and particulars
about stations for comparison and reference periods are relevant consider-
ations here. Depending on the layout of the data archive and accessible
computer resources, it may be necessary to store this kin¡t of information
in its own specific archive.

3.6.1 Controls During Feeding In

The majority of data to be fed in are water leve1 data. Durinq initial
input they are not usually converted into discharge. The first quality
control will therefore nostly be on r^¡ater level data.

During feeding in, simple automatic control methods should be used that
identify if possible, data that are mixed up, and that also test the func-
tion of the instrument. Depending on the nature of the preliminary system
used, inspection of double punched data can also be done during feeding
in. Methods 4-10 give techniques that can an<1 should be built into the
preliminary system.

fn addition, reasonability tests should be built into the daLa (see
methods 11-13). Such tests must be able to show physically impossible
gauging resultsr but should in addiÈion be able to sort out suspect
observations. To avoid too much or no data at all being sorted out, the
methods musÈ be combined and usecl with individual test criteria for each
station. This must be decided from knowledge of the normal variation
pattern of the station.

3.6.2 Controls in Connection with Ice Conversion and Correction for
Vegetation Build-Up

Ì{hen data are converted because of ice, it is necessary to examine such
data thoroughly. Today the graphical method described in section 2.3 is
use<1 extensively. By use of daÈa for stations with no buil<1-up, and
precipitation and temperaÈure data for surrounding climaÈic stations, many
errors can be discovered and corrected.

After ice conversion, these data should be checked against other stations
in the same catchment area or one nearby. Such checks must be used with
care if all the stations are ice-converted. Moreover, different water-
courses reaet differently on ice build-üpsr depending on the catchment
arears characteristics and the conditions in the riverbed near the
station.
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Nevertheless, the ice conversion must be done in the same manner for the
one station for several years in a row. Tthis can be inspectecl graphically
or by cerLain forms of uniformity control.

For rivers with section control, the data goes through a similar analysis
as with ice-conversion before the adjusted discharge curves are deter-
mined. This process gives corresponding possibilities for early error
detecEion and correction.

3.6.3 Controls in Connection with Approval of the Yearly Data

Data are usually stored in the archives as daily val-ues. Quality control
should therefore be done while these data are being stored. The controls
shoul<t be done partly for the water levels and partly for discharge data.

Before the data are approved, quality control should include checks of
possible single errors over one or several days. Data shoul<] also be
compared with other data in the same watercourse. Such discharges should
be examined to see if they are consistent.

For this kind of quality control methods 11-21 can be used. Methods 11-13
can be used at this step as well as under the primary input. The test
criteria that are used shoul<1 now be seasonal-dependent, thus making them
more exact.

The best form of quatity control can be obtained by plotting the <1ata.
!{ater-Ievel data should be plotted on the same chart as daily enveloping
curves and means throughout the year (method 14). The likelihood of
sudden floods or recessions can be evaluated by Processing day to day
changes in a similar way (see appendix 3).

Discharge data from nearby stations shoulcl be plotted on the same chart
(method'17). This is used to detect single errors as well as to evaluate
the consistency of data in the watercourse (see appendix 4).

Use of regression analysis to cletermine gross errors or "outliers" (method
18) is effective ancl can be used in automatic systems (see appendix 3).

Precipitation/Run-off mo<1els (method 19) and srrpply calculations (method
211 can kle used for i-nspection of yearly data, but require more work and
should only be used in special cases.

3.6.4 Errors in Long S"lies

In long series there will partly be:

single gross errorsi

systematic error through the whol-e series;

uniformity breaks of various kinds.

When long series are being used in analysis of diverse kin<ls, it is
important that quality controls be done before the data are used. Gross
error that come up as the particular monthrs or yearrs absolute highest or
lowest value can ruin extreme value analysis if they are not deleted.
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3.6.4.1 Gross Errors

To detect single gross errors, the control should be carried out on daily
values, including for long series. Only the very \^¡orst errors will affect
monthly or yearly means to such a degree that such errors can be identi-
fied by inspecting these mêâtrs.

Experiment shows that method 25 can often uncover suspicious data and tell
when in the year it occurs. By writing out the monthly extremes for every
year in the series, it is usuatly easy to find the particular year. Vùhen

evaluating the data for that partícular year, nethods 14, 15' 17 antl 20

can be used.

Use of regression-analysis against surrounding stations has been shown to
be an effective way to detect "outliers". These often indicate gross
single errors or systematic errors over a limited period. For long series
such analysis should be done for pentadedata (see appendix 8).

' Data series based on observations a few days apart must be interpolated to
give daily values. In such series and in ice-converted series, there can
be errors at the beginninq of the rnelting period, and flooding may be
omitted from consideration. To check such data where other discharge

' series are missing, precipitation and runoff models can reveal errors.

3.6.4.2 Searching for Systematic Errors in Long Series

If the same systematic error in data collection has been made during the
whole observation period, such errors cannot be detected by the usual
homogeneity tests. Use of the wronçJ discharge curves or systenatic
errors of reading during the whole observation period are examples of such
errors.

These errors can be detected either by control at the station, with
inspection of the gauging equipment and procedure, or by various forms of
consistency tests.

Possible methods are numbers 17r 2Or 21 and 25. By calculating the local
flow between the suspect station and another station further up or down

the river and comparing it with the discharge at a gauging station in a

' smaller side river, suspicious data can be checked.

If there is a suspicion that the <lischarge curve is causing an error, the
uncertainty can be cleared up by use of methods 32 and 33 (see appendix
11).

3.6.4.3 Homogeneity Tests

The term homogeneity break is used to describe systematic changes in the
datâ series during the course of time. Suclt changes can occur suddenly or

I graduatly depending on their cause. Some honogeneity breaks occur at all
water levels, while others occur only at high or only at low water levels.
Other forns of homogeneity breaks occur only at certain times of the year.
The redistribution of water during the year, without affecting the yearly
mean ís also a form of homogeneity break that often occurs in the data.
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Homogeneity breaks carl be caused by:

. clinatic changes;

. undetected changes in the clischarge curve caused by changes in the
control profile(s);

. pernanent disturbances in gauging instruments or conditions at a given
point in time;

. construcLion of hydropovter stations;

. other transfer of water in or ouÈ of the precipitation areai

. other human activity in the area, ê9, widespread tree felling, swamp

drainage, digging of canals, irrigation from we1ls.

Of these kinds of homogeneity breaks, profile changes and permanent dis-
turl>ances in the gauging conditions and instruments are errors that must
be detected. It can be difficult to differentiate between the varíous
kinds of homogeneity breaks.

If the series itself is used, various trentl tests can then be applied' as

describe<1 in Markovitch (1975). Experiments show that it is <lifficult to
,iletect homogeneity breaks in this way.

An alternative method is to normalise the series based on the calculate<1
monthly means and the standardl deviation for every month in the !êâr o If
the yearly fluctrration is stitl in place, this indicates that the means

and stan<lard deviations are not stable <luring the complete observation
pe¡iod, (method 29). This can be caused by artificial water regulation'
but may also come from profile changes (see appendix 8). By dividing the
data series in two parts at the assumed homogeneity break, the method can
often verify that the actual point of time has been found.

Traditionally, double mass-analysis has been used in searching for homo-
geneity breaks (method 30). This netho<1 is still recommendecl (see also
appendix 10).

By establishing regression formulae t¡etween yearly means of two stations
and calculating data from the suspect series ancl Èhen comparing these with
the observerl data, systematic <leviations in parts of the series can indi-
cate homogeneity breaks (method 26).

3.6.5 Control of Discharge Gaugings

when the results of a discharge gauging are available, there
controls of the various velocities and calculate<1 discharges
be carried otrt.

A test to work out if the critical velocity has t¡een exceederl
built into the calculation proceclure. This control shoulcl be

every gauginq point is calculated fron:

are certain
that shoul<1

shoulcl be
done so that
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r = v/lll-õ

where v is the measured velocity, g is the gravity ancl D is the depth. If
F > 1, the critical velocity has been exceeded. In this case a report
should be made.

If the velocity at certain points exceeds the critical velocity, this is
not necessarily caused by errors. If F > 1, the gauging profile's shape
should be appraised to ascertain whether it is caused by error in the
velocity gaugings by the profilers position. If the latter, moving the
gauging point should be considered.

For every discharge gauging, the area of the gauging profilers cross-
section A should be calculated. In addition, the "wetÈed perimeter" U,
hydraulic radius R = A,/u, mean velocity v* = Q¡A,, maximum velocity vmax,
water surface width 8 and nean depth D* = A/e should be examinetl.

If v*"* s 2v¡r the verticals should be drawn up and examined more closely.

At gauging points with section control, where the roughness and the
profilers shape are unchanged, v^¡a2/3 will usually show tittle variation.
In places with section controt anA possible vegetation build lp vo^/R2/3
will normally vary systematically with Èhe water level and, in addition,
vary with the changes in vegetation. Íhe method used in discharge calcu-
lations in Denmark is shown in appendíx 12. The control values are
grouped at the bottom of the table.

If the gauged discharge varies considerably from the other gaugings from
similar water levels and there is no ice or vegetation build-up, the
gauging should be examined more closely. As a help in evaluating
gaugings, table 2.13 or 2.14 can be use<l. When there is reason to doubt
the gauging, Èhe velocity profiles should be drawn up.

3.6.6 Quality Control of lfater Level and Discharge Data Gauged Through
Power Stations and in Storage Lakes

l.lany of the control methods <lescribed earlier are based on the water level
or discharge varying in a sinilar way year after year with the precipi-
tatíon and temperature as guiding factors. In regulated watercourses, the
distribution of water throughout the year will usually be changed dras-
tically, and in nany instances water will be led into or out of the
precipitation area. this makes it difficult to use many of the methods
described earlier.

Data collecting in regul-ated areas is exposed to the same sources of
errors as in unregulated areas, but has in addition some special sources
of error. Obvious errors should be identified through controls in the
preliminary system in the same way as data from unregulated areas.

However, the best controls that can be used are:

( i ) calculating the supply of \,vater to a storage lake from the amount
of water let out, based on gate openings anrl possible overflow,
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lake water levels and storage lake curves. This supply can be
compare<l to nearby unregulated run-off stations or with calculated
Iocal suppJ-y;

(ii) comparing the discharge through the power station calculated from
the production (see chapter 2.1.2.2) | with discharge calculated
from gate positions or calculated from other gaugings.
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4, CþRRECTION OF ERRORS

4.1 ldentification of Error

Chapter 3 gives a number of methods that can be used to inspect ,lata aE

the various stages of collection. Data which do not satisfy certain
requirements can be separated out with the help of these methods- Some of
these data represent gelìuine extreme situations and shoulrl not be

discarded. Others are caused by mistakes and should be corrected.

The effect of the various errors on the observed water levels or discharge
can be observed by the various tesbs. From the effect shown' attenpts
must be made to find the cause of the error. For systematic errors, it is
also important to find when the error occurred. ¡fhen this is clarified,
the errors should be corrected.

4.1.1 Identification of the Cause of Error

Virtually all errors described in section 2.4 will lead to mistakes, in
the observed water levels or diseharges, or in the recorded time for the
observations.

The possible effects of errors are:

(a) data loss;

'l (b) single errors in the leve1s;

(c) non-systematic errors in the period, ie, records at one station are
not. in rhythrn with daÈa from stations nearby in a limited period;

(d) systematic errors in a limited period, ie, records follow tTre rhythm
from stations nearby but the level is systematically displaced;

(e) systematic errors in the complete series;

(f) time-limited deviation in ilischarge fron nearby stations with stable
controlling sections;

(s) homogeneity breaks fron a particular point of time.

Table 4.1 shows which inspection methods can be used in the control of
data during checking-in and in the control of long data series, arranged
accor<iing to the ef f ect shown.

Tabl-e 4.2.9ives a survey of possible sources of errors for the five nain
Idatã-flow systems arranged according to the rletecte¡l effect.



Table 4.1: Types of Errors Detected by Various Control Methods

Þ

Effect Usual Cause

Control Method (see Table 3.1 )

For Control Input Control of Long Series

Data disappearance

Single errors

Non-systematic errors in the
period

Systematic errors in the
period

Deviation ín discharge for
the calculated period

Homogeneity breaks

Observor error.
Punching error.

u-ix-up.
Iutisinterpretation.

Error in the control data, ice
or vegetation.

Ice, vegetation, erosion,
sedimentation.

Changes in field boundaries.
Changes in drainage system.
Profile changes.

yes

1r 21 3 ...

As per booklet





Table 4.2: Possible Sources of Error in the Various Data-Flow Systems, Grouped by their Effect on Gauge<l Water
Levels or Discharges (continued)

È(,

Effect of
the Error Caused By T\zpe of Error

Fixed Scale

Type of Error (see Tables 2.7-2.11)

Diagram Punched Tape Magnetic Tape
Telemetrie
Fþuipment

Non-
systematic
error
during the
period.

Observer

Instrument/gauging
equipment

As per booklet

Systematic
Ievel
changes
during the
period

Office routine

Observer
As per booklet

Instrument/gauging
equipment

Systematic
errors
during the
complete
series

Office routine

Gauging routine
As per booklet

Instrument/gauging
equipment
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4.1.2 ldentífication of Poínt in Time

With long term systematic errors the following points shoulrl be examine<1

to <leternine exactly when lhe error first occurred.

(a) Has there been a change of observer?

(b) Vfhen was the station last inspectetl?

(c) Has there been any human activity in the precipitation area upstream
or in the watercourse?

(d) Have there been any especially large floods that could have cause<f

scouring in the watercourse or movement of the scales?

(e) Have there been any extreme ice conditions that might have moved the
scale or damaged Ehe connection between the recorder well and the
river?

(f) Has the insÈrument shown sudden changes in time or levels recorded
by chart or taPe?

(S) Has the freguency of recorded errors for the staÈion suddenly
changed?

4.2

4.2.1

Correction and Filling in Gaps in Datl

Correction of Errors

When the cause of the error has been establishe<1, it can be corrected. It
is difficult to issue general procedures for correcEion of errors. Some

errors with obvious causes can easily be corrected, while others can only
be corrected from a close knowledge of conditions at the station. In many

cases the cause is tlifficult to find. This is especially so when correc-
ting errors in olrier data with insufficient background information. Error
correction should therefore be undertaken only by experiencerl hydrologists
using their best judgement.

4.2.2 MeÈhods of Filling in Missing Data

At nany stations, riata observation takes place every few days or data may

be partly missing because of insufficient observations, instrument failure
and so on. The break in observation can occur by chance, as when data are
missing for a few days because of peak floo<ls, or systematically' as when

data are míssing every weekend. The break period can vary from one

rniçsing observaÈion to several months or years. In the historical
archives, data are usually stored as a series of daity values. It is
therefore necessary to filt in missing data before they can be used in the
various analyses.

4.2.2.1 Filling in l"lissing Water Level Data

Short breaks in water leve1 series are usually filled in by linear extra-
polation. fkris method, however' cannot be used to fill in for peak floods
or for long tern breaks. It can also lead to considerable errors at the
beginning of üte snow/ice melting season.
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If there are other stations nearby, data can be fillecl ín graphically in
the same \^ray as ice-conversion is usually <lone, as described Ín sectíon
2.j. Sometimes filling in is done with the help of regression formulae
that can be estal>lishe<l between the station that neerls fiJ-ling in and one
or several stations nearby.

If there are no staÈions nearby, precipitation and temperature data ean be
usetl to approximate extrapolatecl water levels. For floods, the high water
marks can be usecl to fix the peak water marks.

4.2.2.2 Fillinq in Missing Discharge Data

Extrapolation of discharge data shoul<l, as a rule, be avoided. For
discharge determined from observecf h¡ater levels and for the discharge
curve, the extrapolaion should be done on water level data. Surrounding
discharge stations that vary rhyÈhmica11y with the station to be filled in
can be use<l to fill in data in the same way as described in 4.2.2.1 above.

AtternativeLy, data carr be fille<1 in by scaling the discharge at a neigh-
bouring station. The proportion betr¡reen normal outlets or precipitation
areas at the two stations shoul<l be used as a scaling factor.

In such a scaling, several stations should be used for comparison. The
missing díscharge will then be calculated as a weighted sum of the dis-
charges at the comparison stat.ions.

Another methorl is to calculate the weights Èhat are inversely proportional
to the distance between the sÈations. The meÈhod is found in two
variaÈions.

Gaps in Cata can also be filled ín base<1 on time-series analysis. One
metho<| is based on the determination of a time series models that rlepicts
the memory in the data. By predicting values ahead from the start of the
break and backwards from the end of the breakr data can be sinulated for
the broken period. lrlhere the prognoses meet, there will be some
differences. The filletl-in data should be adjuste<l so that there will be
a smooth transition where these predicted values meet (see Damslet
(1e78)).

The other method is to establish a transfer model that illustrates the
connection between the station that is to be filled in and the comparable
station. The model covers the auto-correction in the data with gaps and
the cross-correction with the conparing series.

Precipitation runoff mo<lels can be used to complete or expand existing
data series. The method assumes that available representative precipi-
tatíon and temperature data can be found.

For breaks of short duration, it is sufficient to use simple extfapolation
or scaling by use of surrounding stations. For longer breaks, however, it
is necessary to use one of the more complicated methods mentioned above.
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4.3 Marking of Errors

As data are getting easier to obtain on disks or nagnetic tape and the
hydroneÈric data are being used for more diverse purposes, the need arises
for dispatching information about tiata q.uality when the tlata themselves
€lf ê SêIìt ¡

Sone quality control will be done automatically by the prelininary system.
This wilt <letect suspicious data from Èhe reasonability tests and can mark
data according to the test results.

Table 4.3 gives suggestions for marking of data. Such marks can be

connected to the data in certain packet routines that are used in the
filing system. The shaping of the packet will depend on the computer and
file-structure.

Table 4.3: Suggestions for Marking Data Quality

Significance

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Not controlled.
Controlled. Found correct.
Controlled, Found suspicious.
Controlle<1. Found incorrect.
Controlle<1. Originat value found suspicious' new

determined by automatic methods.
Controlled. Original value missing or incorrect,

determined by automatic methods.
Controlled. original value suspicious, new value

mined manually.
Controlle<l. Original value missing or incorrect,

deternined manually.

value

new value

<leter-

new value

4.4 Error Statistics

An aid in identifying errors and in the systematic surveillance of
stations is to set up error statistics for every station. A close watch
on the frequency of errors, allows systematic errors to be discovered
before they could be detected by a homogeneity test.

Information collected by routine inspection of the station should be

include<l in the error statistics. In Norway, a special inspection form is
filÍed in on visits to the station (see appendix 2). Information from
this should be recorded together with the error statistics.

For data from automatic recording equipment, it is useful to store differ-
ences in Èhe level and time between the gauging scale in the river and the
instrument. In addition, the occurrence of the various errors shoul<l also
be registered.
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5. CþNCLUSIONS Àl¡D RECOMMÐ¡DÀTIONS

There is a clear need to reduce the number of errors that occur in the
large amounts of water level anrl discharge data being collecte<l in the
Nordic countries. This can be <lone:

(a) by using improved qauging netho<1s an<l equipment;

(b) by takin<¡ preventive action;

(c) by expanriing quality control;

(d) by the systematic recording of detected errors and defects to be
useti later to correct established weaknesses.

Improved gauginq nethods and equipment can aLso lead to a retiuction of the
sporadic errors that occur because of gauging uncertainties. Technically
advanced equipment can, on the other hand, easily lead to data loss, and
it it therefore a question of deciding priorities.

The preventive actions are:

. more thorough education ancl motivation of the observers;

. more frequent inspection in the field;

. more freguent control gaugings;

. good maintenance of instruments including recalibration;

. standarrlisinq of the methocls for error correction;

. better training of the personnel that perform the prirnary data
processing.

The extended quality control shoulcl be done by tlre instructions described
in chapter 3. The controls shoul<l be clone on as many steps as possible in
the primary processing. When data are being fe<l in, they should be passed
through a nunber of simple autonatic tests that separate the suspicious
data and give reports about them. Some of the autonatic t-esting methods
depend on certain test criteria or information allout reference series
being stored in a special register.

Suspicious <lata shoulcl be inspected by a system of interactive control
routines that can be shown to arlvantaqe on a graphical screen terminal.

Before the final approval of a yearts data and transference to the
archives, the <lata shoulcl be put through a number of control routines that
compares it with earlier values of the series and, if possible, with data
from reference stations. If errors are suspectetl, a more thorough inspec-
tion method should be used.

Historical clata that will be userl in model simulations and various
analyses shoulcl be analyse<l with a set of control routines that can
in,lícate single errors and homogeneity breaks.
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The results from the quality control rouÈine shoul<1 be presenEe<l as sirnply
as possible. Ttre suspicious data shoulcl be listed separately or the
results should be presented graphically.

Establíshed èrrors should be registered systenatically and watched over so
thaÈ changes in the error frequency are detected as soon as possible and
the cause found. Enphasis should be on correction of rleÈected inade-
quacies in methocls of classification ancl instruments.

I

v
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APPENDIX 1: PUBLICÀTIONS USED IN THE LITERÀTURE SEARCH

Group 1: Books on hydrology. (Educational Lrooks and encyclopedia).
Otnes, J. and RoesÈad, E. (eils), 1978, Hydrology in Practíce. Engineering
Publishers, contains sections about quality control of data.

Group 2: Books on hydrometry

(1) Andre¡ H. et al.¡ 19762 Hyrlrometry Practice in the River Eyroller'
Paris.

(2) Herschy, R. w. (ed), 19782 Hydrometry: Principles and Prqç!&ee,
Wi1ey.

Herschy has much information about qauging uncertainties and
sources of error in connection with the description of the various
gauging methods and instruments. The book contains a chapter about
gauging uncertainties for <lischarges and a three-page section about
quality control in connection with data collection and processing.

(3) Schaffernak, F., 19752 Hydrography. Julius Springer, Vienna, 1975.

Group 3: Magazines and Other Publications

( 1 ) I{ater in the llordic Countries.

(2) Nordic hydrology.

(3) Journal of Hydrology.

(4) water Resources Research.

{5) Journal of Hydraulic nngineering (AscE)

(6) German VÍatercourse Information Report.

Of these publications the last contains the nost material about
hydrometry, but not much on data quality.

Group 4: Statements, Norms, InsÈructions etc

(1) U.S. Geological Survey

Stream c.rglng_ Ptocedur", (Water-Supply Paper 888), Washington
õãl I sas

Manua1 of Hydrology, !'tashington D.C.' 1959-1972.

Surface Water Technique.

Techniques of !{ater Resources Investigations, US Geological Survey'
Washington D.C., 1967.
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Instructions for discharge gauging. Federal Institute of
Hytirology, Koblenz , 197 1 (in Gernan).

Report from the Office for lVater Management. No 18. Berne 19262
Research and discharge gauqings. 1985 (1958?) (in German).

German Association for lVater Manaqement. Report No 3. Nature
Glfrng in Water Po!.rer. Possil¡ilities and Limits of Newer Gauging
Procedures, 1977 (in German).

Water Research Centre and Water Data Unit (Readíng, England) has
publisheci: Sy¡nposium on River Gauging by Ultrasonic and
ElectromagneÈic Methods' lfRC, Marlow' 1974.

Water Resources Boarcl, Reading, has published a series of Technical
Notes, of which:

Rating of Current ¡4eters. Water Resources Board (Roatling)
Technical Notes No. 1, 19651--

(4t

( 5)

(6)

Logarithmic plotting of Stage-Discharge ObservaÈions.
Resources Board (Roadíng) technical Note No. 3t 1965

Water

(7)

(8)

Wind SeÈ-up in Relation to River Gauging. Water Resources Board
(Roading) Technical Note No. 6' 1965.

The Magnitude of Probable Error in Water Level Determination at a
Gauging StaÈion. water Resources Boar,:l (Roading) Technical Note
No. 7, 1966.

Evaluation of Errors. trVater Resources Board (Roa<ting) Technical
Note No. 11, 1967.

International Symposium on Hydrometry, Koblenz | 19'lO.
UNESCo/VIMO/IAHS. No 99, 197O. This contains several articles
about gauging accuracy, but not about error <letection.

Hy<lrologic Information Systems. Paris, Geneva: UNESCO-hIMO 1972.
(Stu<lies and Reports in Hydrology No. 14.)

Stanrlardisation in Hydrology and Related Fields. Report on WMO/IHD

Proiect. Report No 18. Geneva: VlQMo, 19 (wtvlo-uo. 351).

ISO has published several international standarrls for discharge
gaugings (see point 9).

There are also British Stanclards for discharge qaugings (not
examined).

The English Water Data Unit, Reading, has published. Technical
Memoranda:

(e)

(10)

(11)

( 12)

Brown, C A and
Capabilities.

Stephenson, P M: Data Processing and Computing
Water Data Unit Technical Memorandum No. 1' 1975.
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P M: Surface Water
Dat-a Unit Technical

Data Processing - A

l"temorandum No . 5,

: Punched TaPe
Unit Technical Memorandum No.

River T¡evêl Recorders. Ulater Data
6, 1976.

( 13)

Herschy, R W: An Evaluation of the Braystoke Current Meter. l{ater
DaÈa Unit Technical Memorandum No.7, 19'76.

Herschy, R Vü: The Effect of Pulsations on the Accuracy of River
No. 10,FIow Measurement, lilater Data unit Technical Memorandum

1978.

: Interrogable Devices. Irlater Data Unit Technical
l4emorandum No. 16, 1977,

WMO: Guide to Hydrological Practices.
ceneva' 1974.

WMO Publication No 168. WllO

This is an instruction book that inclrrdes gaugings and processing
of surface r¡later as well as other hydrological elements ' Quality
control of precipitation data is directly discussed '

vlMo: volume I Data Acquisition and Processing. Fourth Edition
ceneva 1981.

wMo: Manual on Stream Gauqing: I-II, operational Hydrology Report
No 1 3 . !,fMO No 51 9. Geneva 1 980 '

Environment Canada, Inland !{aters Directorate, WaÈer Resources

Branch, Ottar^ta has Published:

( 1 ) Manual of Hydrometric Data Èation and Publication
Frbcedures, June 1975.

(14)

(1s)

( 16)

(2) AutomaÈed Streanflow Computation, January 1974'

StarosolskyroandJuszkalay'L:IntercomparisonofPrincipal
Hy<lrometric Instruments. Report on First Phase 1972-76 (Wllr9

commission for Hydrology, report from workinq group, published

1 978) .
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APPENDIX 2¡ NORVÍEGIAII HYDROMETRIC STATION INSPECTION FORM

Norwegian I,Vater and Electricity Department, Hydrological Section

INSPECTI()N OF HYDROI\IETRIC STATION

( The purpose of Èhe inspection is to make sure the station is capable of
giving correct and rea<lable recordings).

Station No Code Name ..........

blatercourse .................. Tributary ................

Inspection Date By ..... . T,ast inspection <late .....

1 water level scale: River l--I Lakett Storage ,Lake

Water level before inspection ......... ..... . time ..... ......

Scale from ..... m to ..... m v/as em too high/low. Corrected

Scale from ..... m to ..... m r^¡as em too high/low. Correctecl ......

Scale from ..... ft to rn \,ras em too high/Iow. Corrected ......

Scale from ..... ttr to m $/as cm too high/Iow. Corrected .. ....

Scale from ..... rÌì to ..... m \^tas ..... em too hiqh/Iow. Correcterl ......

Cause of the error:

The water level is to be corrected from ......... to inclusive.

Used as control is KM .......... . m from the scale.

KM has the height of ......o m on the scale.

Is the \^/ater level, after control an<l possible correction of scale,

recorde<l on the list anrl in the book?

ff not, why not ..... ..... ...............
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2 Recorder

Range ín stilling well fron .... m to rroro rlli stood .... cm too high/Iow'

Corrected ..............o.....

Which time showed on the recorder? .. ..... o... . Corrected time .. .......

CaUSe Of thg effof! ror......................o.........................."

HaS thg erl'or' been cofrgcted? .........o.................................'

Vfhich !ìrater level did the recorder Show ........oo lll . Water level in

stilling well is ............oo lll

CaUSe Of thg el:fof! ¡ ¡ ¡.................................................. '

Has the error been corrected? ..........................o................'

Is there ice in the riser pipe? Yes/No.

Is the connection between river/riser pipe in order? Yes/No.

If not, what is wïong and what has been done to correct it? ..............

..........................................................................

.............................................................o............

Is correct date, time and waterlevel recorded on the recorder? ...........

.....................................................................

3 Other instruments

Do other instruments, if any at the station, function satisfactorily? ....

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a 
" " 

t t 
" " '

4 Flood pipe

1fhe zero point on the flood pipe shoulcl, in relation to the scale, be

........ ¡ o o Il1.

The floodpipe has been inspected and found to stan<1 ..... cm too hiqh/low.

Corrected .....................

Has the floodpipe been prepared for recording the next flood? .. ...... o...
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5 Discharge gegg:þg

GaUging done? YesrlNo. If notr Why nOt .. .... o..... ......... ... ..........

Gauging done ..... o r o o m further above/below the station. Method ........

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a o. a a a a a a a a a o a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a o a a a a a

Evaluation of gauging conditionS ...................o.....r.......¡.......

6 lce cond.itions at the cleciding profile

rce covèred 
[| 

eartly ice covererl

7 Have the observations t¡een done satisfactorillz? ....!"'"""..""..'

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

g Information that must be recorded
(eg, profile chanqes, new observer, change of recorder)

a a a a a a ¡ a a a a a a a a a a a a a a ¡ a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a t a a a a a a a aa a

a a a a a a a a a a . a a a a a a a a a asa aa a a a a a a a a a oaa a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa a a aa a aa a a aa a a oa

9 other information

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a t a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a oa a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a r a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a a a a aa a a a a t a a a a a a a a a a aaa a a a a a a a ta a l a a a a a a a a aa a a aa a a
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Àì¡D 18. ÀUTOMATIC REASONABILITY TESTS

Obj ect

To detecE obvious errors automatically.

Descript,íon of the Methods

The daily observed data is compared with tesÈ timits that apply for the
whole year or for each month of the year (method 1 1 ) .

The difference between two consecutive
Iimits that apply for the full year or
12) .

days is compared with the test
for each month of the Year (method

Sliding trend tests inspect grouPs of consecutive data to see if the
variation is plausible. Here tests of suspect patterns can be built in
(method 1 3) .

Regression analysis against another station detects significant rout-
Iiersr. The regression formula can be <letermined from earlier yearsr daÈa
(method 18).

Interpretation of t_Le Results

Physically impossible gauging result,s are clearly $trong and must be
discardecl. Of the remaining data that has been sorte<l out by the
reasonability tests, some will have been causecl by errors while some will
be actual extrenes. It will therefore be necessary to <livide up the
reasonakrility tests so Èhey separate clearly unreasonable tlata that must
be discarded an<l data that must be evaluated manually before approval.

It is difficult to find test criteria that only fitter out \¡trong values.
In an automatic systern, a combination of several methods should therefore
be use<1 to limit the sorting out of suspicious data as much as possible.
Slightly suspicious data coul<i be only marked and not separately listed.

Comments on the Methods

It is necessary to prepare tirniting values for every data series in an

easily accessible archive for this quality-control to function qrrickly anrl

effectively. Limiting values shoul<l be dletermined individually for each
station as regional test criteria will probably be so wide that few errors
will be detected.

Method 13 is used, for instance, in Great Britain and is further described
in Herschy (1978) section 11-7. Such methods are most suitable where data
are recorded with fine time resolution as iu dig¡itised recording stations.
For data stored as daily means, it will be difficult to separate out
errors, especially when the daily variation is great.
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Exarnple

Reports on errors i,lentifi-ed by automatic test values shoulcl be given as
short check lists. Tables A3a an<l A3b gives an example of transcripts
from an inspection programrne that checks each yearrs daÈa against
previously estahrtishecl limiting values for highest and lowest acceptable
hrater level, rising and falling. The programme examines whether data
laeks single days and if the observed water levels lead to the <lischarge
being shown as ni-l . It particularJ-y examines if there are any metre
errors in the clata.

TabÌe A3a: Summary of Quality Control for WG 1123 - Of,1961-1970

YEAR
NUMBER OF

MISSING DATA
NUMBER OF

POSSIBLE ERRORS

NUMBER OF

PROBABLE ERRORS
COMMEÀITS

1 961
1962

1970

92
95
87
96
93
90
88
91

95
92

2

None
None
None

2

None
12

None
2

None

2

None
None
None

2

None
2

None
2

None

Must be checked
Satisfactory
Satis factory
Satisfactory
Must be checke<l
Satisfactory
Must be checked
Satisfactory
Must be checked
Satisfactory

This is a surnnary of qualitY
been approved can perhaps be
explicit.

control from
omittetl from

one station.
this table to

Years that have
make it more
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Table A3b: Result of Quality Control for lVG 1123 - OI' 1961

This table gives the result of the various conÈrols for every day' where
one or more errors has occurred in two of the conbrol years r^rith data.
This transcript is used in evaluation of the data and in necessary error
correction.

DATE
T{ATER LEVEL

(netres )

CHAÑGE
(metres )

DISCHARGE
( cumecs )

INDICATION EVALUATIOÑ

12/ 1

12/ 1

12/ 1

16/1
16/1

30/ 1

30/1
30/1

2/2
2/2

27 /5
28/5
2e /s
30/5
31/s
1/6
2/6
3/6
4/6

642.OO
642.OO
642.OO

642.99
642.99

642.OO
642.OO
642.OO

642.99
642.99

644.56
644.58
644.61
644.63
644.65
644.67
644.68
644.62
644.57

.o2

.o2

.o2

.99

.99

.01

.01

.01

.99
,99

253.60
260.O1
269.49
276.58
2A3.52
290.38
293.91
273.20
256.79

-1
-1

-1
-1

-1

-1

.30

.30

.30

16.40
16.40

.30

.30

.30

16.40
16.40

.'l 5

.o2

.03

.o2

.o2

.o2

.00
-0.06
-0.09

Low water level
Large fall
Approximately

1 meÈre
Large rise
Approximately

1 metre

Low water level
Large fall
Approximately

1 metre
Large rise
Approximately

1 metre
High water level
Hígh water level
High water level
High water level
High water level
High water level
High water level
High water level
High water level

Possible error
Possible error

of 'l metre
Probable error
Error of 1

metre

Possible error
Possible el¡.ror

of 1 metre
Probable error
Error of 1

metre
Large flood
Large flood
Iarge flood
Large flood
Large floorl
Large flood
Large flood
Large flood
Large flood
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APPNDIX 4: IIIETHOD 17¡ PLOTTING OF DATA FROM ONE OR IIORE STATIONS ON THE

SAME GF"APH

obj ".q
To <letect single errors in
a watercourse witl'r several

DescripÈ_ion of the Met-hod

data and to detect ,lischarge inconsistencies in
gauging stations.

In searching for single errors, the rlaily values in the actual year for
the station that is being checked are plotte<l. On the same screen/graph
the changes from day to tlay shoulri be plotterl on a separaÈe axis ' In this
kin,l of chart the water level data should be used'

In evaluating the consistency of bhe data, daily <lischarge <1ata for
several stations within the same catchement area should be plotted on the
same graph. If stations upstream have larger discharge values over a

lonqer period than a lower sÈation and there is no appreciable amount of
water being transferred or stored between the two stations, it indicates
that the rlata is inconsistent. In regulated areas, the feed-in to the two

points should be plottecl instearl of the outlet'

Comments on the Metho<1

plottings of this type are very good in cetectinq errors. Even though
many of the gross errors can easily be detected by various automatic
reasonability tests, there are many errors that wil-I remain unrletectetl by

such controls, but readily show up on a graphical presentation. Before
data is finally approved it shorrld be plotte<l on a graph. Similarly, long
dataseries should be exanine<l by such graphical methods when Èhey are used

in a check. For this inspect.ion it is especiatly suitable to plot data on

a graphical screen, especially if the program product allows for a seqnent
of suspicious <lata to be drawn up ancl rescaled '

Examples

Figures A4a and A4b show examples of detection of singte errors in the
data. The series thaÈ has been used is strongly supPressed because of
storage lakes upstream. The error therefore shows up very clearly in this
example. In rivers with sudden water level fluctuations, the errors will
show up to a lesser degree, but they will nearly always be detected.

Figure A4c shows an exaÍìple of plotting related water levels for three
stations in the Glomma River in Norway. This is intended to check if the
,ilischarge is increasing consistently tiownstream. this is the case here'
but the graph discloses a metre error in the middle water levels in August

and that there is an error in the data in october for the statíon in the
midrile.
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0.80

o.60

o.40

o.oo

Figure A4a: Plot of daily water levels for r¡m 372, iLhe Fe¡nun<l end of the

TrysilRiverinNorway.ftreDiagramdisclosesanerrorof
10 cn in JulY'

0.o5

-o.o5

-0.1 0

Figure A4.]o: PIot of
s tation
in this

changes in water level from
and year as in figure A4a'
graph.

day to daY for the sane
The error shows cleafer

!AlslotNiDl
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1 000

Figure A4c: Consistency evaluation
staÈions in the Glomma
but, the graph discloses
suspicious flood early

of the discharge gauge,il at, three
River. This is the case this year,
a meÈre error early in AugusÈ, and

in November for vm 386.

i;r :'.
! rl

:,r i
It'.

it
!r
.'l
irl
¡U
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APPE.¡DIX 5: ME1THODS 14 À}ID 15: GRAPHIC REASONABILITY CþNTROL OF THE

YEARIS DATA

Obj ect

To detecÈ single errors or level-displacement over shorter periods during
the year.

Description of the Method

The yearrs data are plotterl on a hydrograph together with the maximum,
mean and minÍmum value for every clay of the year in the comparison period.
Similarly, day to day changes are plotte(f on the same chart. They are the
greatest rise and fall in level for every day in the year of the reference
period.

Interpretation of the Results

The yearrs data are evaluateti visualty on a graphic screen. If the data
fa1ls outside the enveloping curves, the curvers shape should be examined.
Gross errors wí11, in many cases, show up very clearly in difference-
plotting. By comparing the t-wo graphs. many suspicious cases may be
found.

Comments

This method is recornmende<l to l>e used together with methoci 17 in the
graphical final approval of the yearrs data. Errors in the rlata are most
easily seen by plotting the water levels. The enveloping curves will show
up errors in the reference perio<1. Analysis of the enveloping curves can
be used to irientify errors in long series and is discussed in Appendix 6.

Exanples

Figures A5a and A5b show examples of errors cletecte<l in the yearly data at
the end of the month of May. The error involves a faIl frorn one day to
the next that is much greater than the largest observed fall in the
comparison period. Correspondingly, this leads to nearly as great a rise
of water level.
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Comparison Period 1930-1959
Water Level Data

r96¿312

SAFFËNL I XN I N65PER ICOE

VANNSTANOSOAl^

o-80

o.o

Figure A5a: Plot of the yearrs water level data on the

In the yearrs data, there is an error of 35

May.

same graPh as the
period 1930-59.
cm at the end of

1.

ComParison Period 1930-1959
water Level Data

Methoriical Differences (Ordinance Dífferences? )

n o-40

o.20

PIot of day to day water level changes for the year on the

same graph as the highest rise and fall for each day in the
period 1930-59. lftre yearrs daÈa is marked only if it falls
on or outside the enveloping curves'

s^ññEN- TxNtNGSPEeIOOE

VANSTA^¡CSC^ÎA T.OROENS CIFFERANSÉR
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APPEIìIDIX 6: IiEIHOD 24: ÀIüALYSIS OF ENVELOPTNG CURVES

Obj ect

To examine long series of data to detect gross single errors.

Description of the Method

The maximun, mean and minimum varue for every day of the year are
calculated for the data series as described in method 14. Similarly, the
enveloping curves are calculatecl for daily changes of value for every day
of the year as in method 1 5.

The enveloping curves and the mean curve are plotted on one graph for the
original data and on one for the daily changes as shown in figures A6a and
A6b. This should be done on a graphic screen of an interactive program.
The plots should then be evaluated by the hydrotogist who has done thequality control.

Interpretation of the Results

l"lany gross errors can easily be detected by rooking at the two graphs
separately and then together. From the graphs, possible errors can be
identified, together with the days on which they occur, but not neces-
sarily whieh year.

Errors that influence the extreme values in parts of the year can be seen
from the fírst graph, when there is an extreme value on one or a few days(see figure A6a). Such errors are most easily detected on low water
levels, but can also be díscovered during flood water levers if the
natural variation from day to day is not ext.remely 1arge.

Gross errors can also occur on mean water levels. Such errors can be
identified by examining the enveloping curves for changes from <lay to day.
If the lower enveloping curve shows a marked minirnum foll-owed by a corres-
ponding maximum for the top enveloping curve, there is reason to suppose
there is a gross error in the data. The timing of extremely rarge jumps
shourd be definecl and examine<1 more crosery by other methods.

Comments of the Method

This method is ideal for producing a quick survey over possible gross
errors in ttre data. It can be used on both water level and discharge
data.

Experiments show that errors can be most easily found when water level
data is analysed.

The method allows for date fising of the
If, however, the actual year needs to be
also be used (see appendix Z).

possible errors during the year.
determined, other methods should

If very long series are to be inspected, it is preferable to divide up the
series into shorter periods and check each of these separatel-y. This will
reduce the possibility of gross errors concealing smaller errors.
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An interactive program for this kind of quality control
by Norwayrs l{atercáot"" and Electricity Department' It

ii-, inspection of long data-series '

Comparison Period 1932-62
Discharge Data

has been PrePared
is regularlY used

for daily discharges in the
Norwayr with a comParison

one can detect an error in

Example

FiguresA6aandA6bshowenvelopingcurvesfor30yearsofadataseries
for Femunden in Norway. Figure e6å shows there is a very clear error in

thelowwaterlevelinApril.ThisisconfirmedbyfigureA6bwherethe
biqgest negative change ã".or= before the largest positive change'

several of the other peaks of the enveropinçJ curve for day to day changes

indicate errors. overall inspection disãovered one error of 35 cm' one of

20c¡nandthreeofl0crninthewaterlevel.Insmaller,moderated
series,srnallerrorslikethesecanscarcelybediscovered.FiguresA6e
andA6dshowcorrespondingenvelopingcurvesfor30yearsofdataforthe
Horningdals lake. 

-tr"r" ttrere is ä I m error for one week in August' In

thefigures,thisshowsupespecialtyclearlyonthedifference-plotting.

xz/s 3a: - ll

s^tir.ÈNL l KN l ñi7ËR t OirE l J5 |

V^JJFOR I NGS!^fA

Analysis of the enveloping curves
¡'emuid end of ttre TrYsiI River in
period oî. 1932-62. From the graPh

April.
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Period 1931-1962
Methodical Differences

s^ñ¡r€M_tKNt¡¡GSPER I OOE t93 I

v^ssFoÊtNGsoAl^ t.offcENs o

Figure A6b: Analysis of the enveloping curve for day to day changes inthe discharge in the Femund end of the Trysil niver in
Norh¡ay, with a comparison period 1931-62. The graph revears
five errors.

Comparison period 1 901 -1 930
Vüater Level Data

1.60

1.20

o.80

0.40

o-o

Figure A6c: Etveloping curves for daily water levels in the Hornindals
Lake in Nor!'ray, with a comparison period 1901-30. The graph
reveals that in one of the years there was a displacement of
level by 1 m.

s¡nn€xLtxNtNG*ERtoOE
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Comparison
Water Level Data:

67

Period 1 901 -1 930
Methodical Differences

o.80

o.40

o.0

-o.40

-o.80

Figure R6d: Enveloping curves
Hornindals Lake in
Íltre error shows up

for daÍly water
Norway, with a
much clearer in

Ìevel changres in the
comparison perio,cl 1 901-30.
this diagram.

I

I

SAfü€NL I I(N I NGSPÊfi I OOE

¡t
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APPBIDIX 7: I{ETHOD ZZ: r4lUlarrOr¡ Or r

SERIES

Obj ect

To fix the date of gross errors found by use of method 20 fot long data

series.

Description of the Method

For each month of the data series, the highest and lowest daily values are

found. TTrese are presented in table form. correspondingly, the largest
daily rises and falts in waterlevel or discharge are tabulated'

InterpretaÈion of the Results

Bytheuseofmethod24,thetimingofgrosserrorscanbefixedwithin
the year. Tfhe year of occurrence, however, cannot be deternined' The

actual year of error is found by comparing these times with tTre tables '

Comments

Inspectionofextremevaluesismuchmoreexactingthantraditional
methods (which Herschy also describes) namety reasonability tests of
monthly means. The tables can be used directly ín search of gross errors '

EÞ<amples

TableATa,b,canddshowsexamplesoftablesofextremevaluesas
described above.
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YEÀR JAN

1930 20.85

193r 14.55
1932 15.17
1933 12.22
1934 r0.17
I935 t8 .57
1936 19 .31
1937 13.3s
1938 12,22
1939 19.31
1940 ?.55

1941 12.78
1942 13.35
1943 19.31
1944 14.5s
1945 16.48
L946 9.70
1947 13.94
l94B 6.09
1949 14.55
r950 11 .16

195r 13.3s
I9s2 11.69
19s3 10. 17L954 12.78
1955 L2.22
1956 9.70
1957 12.22
1958 14.5s
1959 14.55
1960 10.66

1961 13.35
L962 13.94
1 963 L2.78
L964 r1.69
1965 15.82
1966 L3.94
1967 13 .94
r96B 17.86
1969 7.L6
1970 10.17

MrD 13.36

MAX 20.85

MIN 6.09

¡'EB MÀR

15.82 L2,78

12.78 11.69
14.55 11.69
10.66 9.24
9.70 9.24

16.48 13.94
15.17 12.78
rr.16 10.17
11. 16 9.24
15.17 12.78
6.79 6.43

10.17 8.36
11.16 9.24
15,82 L2.78
12.78 1l .69
15.82 15.82
8.36 7 ,95

1r.69 8.36
6.43 6.43

r1.69 10. r7
1I.16 10.17

t2.22 10.66
10.1? 8.36
9.24 7.95

11.16 9.24
10.66 9.70
9.70 9.24
9.24 7 .95

10.17 7 .95
13.35 11.16
10.66 9.24

11.69 9.24
12,78 9.70
10.17 8.79
9.70 8.36

14.55 11.69
10.66 11.16
12.22 9.70
14 .55 ),2,78

7 .L6 6.43
8.36 8.36

rr.53 9.96

16.48 15,82

6.43 6.43

APR MAY

15.82 71.58

9.24 88.61
9.70 72.92
9.70 36.26

12.18 97 .92
13.35 50.50
r0.66 11 .02
25.05 65.09
12.78 71.58
10.66 s0.50
5.75 46.30

7.55 27.83
12.22 41,67
12.78 62.60
10.66 50.50
17.16 97 .92
17.86 47.67
8,79 60.16

12 .'18 47 ,67
2L.64 84.15
10.66 72.92

8.79 s7 .78
25.95 49.07
18.57 67.64

7. 55 44.95
7.55 23,30
7,55 4L07
7.55 s8.97
7.55 s3.19

25.95 71 .58
8.36 65.90

15.17 ss.46
9.70 62.60
8.36 71.58

15.17 32.92
10.66 62.60
l0 .6 6 97 .92
9.24 I2I .79

2L.64 61.38
7 ,55 46 .30
8.36 58.97

12,43 6I.74

2s.95 I2L.79

5.75 23.30

JUN iIUL AUG

71.58 44.95 36,26

84.15 47.67 38.61
84.15 ss.19 30.81
38.6r 36.26 sl.96
70.25 44.95 42.33
66.36 67.64 49.O'7
74.27 43.63 43.63
70.25 55.46 37.42
82.10 60.16 s3.19
58.97 68.94 54.32
44.95 35.12 39.83

39.83 35.12 36.26
54.32 53. l9 38 .61
72.92 43.63 27 .83

LI2.92 78.42 39.83
91.65 71.58 29.79
53.r9 46.30 29.79
47.67 39.83 28.80
47 .67 34.01 29 .79
88.61 54.32 44.95
85.62 79.83 74,27

60.16 60.16 35,t2
94,76 82.70 39.83
74.27 62.60 49.01
43.63 55. 46 58 .97
55.46 s5.46 28.80
66.36 55.46 30.81
57 .78 56.61 56.61
7r. s8 44.95 29 .79
54.32 32.92 20.85
7 4.27 65.09 54.32

18.57 17.86 r9.31

32,92 26.88 22.46
25.05 22.46 20.85
43.63 26.88 17.86
49.O7 42.33 27 .83
27.83 25.05 24.16
37.42 22,46 16.48
19.31 17.86 r4. s5
37 .42 50.50 43. 63
30.81 15. t7 9,24
42 .33 29 .'t 9 22 .46

37,42 3r.85 22.46
25.05 25,05 25.9s
25.05 23.30 26.88
35.12 34.01 29.79
20.85 15.17 t2.22
3s . r2 32.92 20.85
14.55 9.70 6.09
32.92 29.79 23.30
35.12 2L.64 14.55
46.30 27.83 22.46

39.83 25.95 14.5s
25.95 l7 .86 13.35
32.92 23 .30 18. s7
41.07 24.16 17.16
17.86 15.82 11.69
42.33 39.83 25.95
57.78 50.50 31.85
26.88 22.46 20.85
11.69 8.36 11.16
42.33 26.88 20.8s

32.92 25.05 2s.0s
35.12 28.80 17.86
31.85 24.16 20.85
42.33 42.33 35.12
37 .42 36.26 25.95
32.92 2r,64 20.85
34.01 29.79 31.8s
rr.69 7.55 7.16
14.55 14.5s 14 .55
2L.64 30.81 25.05

31.83 25.96 20.82

57 .18 50.50 43.63

11 .69 7.55 6.09

DEC AVE

16.48 71.58

18.57 88.6r
17.86 84.15
1r.69 sl.96
20.85 97 .92
2L.64 61.64
L5.82 77 ,02
14.s5 70.25
27.83 82.70
8.36 68.94

20.07 46.30

14.55 39.83
22,46 54.32
20.85 't2.92
18.57 tr2.92
10.66 97 ,92
r5.17 s3.19
6.09 60. I6

17. t6 47 .67
11 . 16 88 .61
15.82 85,62

1I.69 60. r6
11.16 94.76
15.1? 74.27
12.78 58.97
r0.66 55.46
14 .55 66.36
20.8s 58.97
18 .57 71 . s8
11.16 71.58
16.48 74.27

20.85 55.46
14.ss 65.09
15.82 71.58
2L,64 42.33
16.48 81.26
14.55 97 ,92
24.16 131.06
6.79 74.27

11.69 51.96
I7 ,86 66.36

15.94 30.40

27 .83 131.06

6.09 5.75

55.46 41.07
65.09 56.61
10.25 s5.46
35.r2 39.83
8L,26 66.36
88.61 43.63

131.06 63.84
74.27 55.46
51.96 30.81
66.36 37.42

51.96
42,33
46.30
36.26
36.26
46.30
39.83
24.16
20.85
35.12

68.60 52.59 40.02

131.06 82.70 74.27

35.12 30.81 20.85

Table A?a: Highest daily discharges for Station 372 in the years 1930-1970.
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YEÀR JAN

1930 1s.82

1931 13.35
1932 t2,22
1933 10.66
r.934 r0.17
1935 I6.48
1936 15.82
1.937 rl.l6
r938 rr.16
1939 15.82
1940 6.79

1941 10.17
L942 11.16
r943 13.35
1944 L2.78
1945 15.17
1946 8.36
t94't 11.69
t948 6.09
1949 11.69
1950 r1. l6

1951 12.22
I9s2 r0.17
r9s3 9.24
r954 11.16
1955 r0.66
1956 9.70
1957 9.24
1958 10. r7
1959 13.94
1960 10.66

1961 1r.69
t962 12.78
1963 10.17
1964 9.70
r965 14.55
1966 9.70
1967 t2.22
r968 14.5s
1969 6.43
1970 8.36

MID TT,42

MAX 16.48

MrN 6.09

FEB MAR APR

L2.78 r0.66 9.24

12.22 9.24 7 .95
1r.69 9.70 9.24
9.24 8.36 8.36
9.24 8.79 7 ,55

13.94 11.16 9.70
L2,78 10. 17 9.24
10. t7 9.24 8.36
9,24 8.36 7.95

12.78 10.66 9.70
6.09 5,75 4.83

8.36 7,16 6.43
9.24 7 .16 7. 16

12.78 10.66 9.24
1r.69 10.17 9.24
r4.5s 13.94 13.35
7.95 7.95 7.95
8.36 1,55 7.55
6.09 6.43 6.43

10. 17 9.24 9.24
10. t7 8.79 9.10

10.66 8.79 8.36
8.36 7. s5 7.55
7.95 7.L6 7.16
9.24 7 ,55 6.79
9 .70 7. 55 6,43
9.24 7 .55 6.43
7 ,95 7 .55 -l .16
7.95 7.55 7,L6

11.16 8.79 8.79
9,24 8.36 .97

9.24 8.36 7 .55
9 .70 8.79 8.79
7.95 7,16 7.L6
8. 36 7 .16 6.4 3

11.69 r0.17 8.79
8.79 9.70 8.79
9.70 9.24 7 .L6

12.78 10.17 9.70
6.43 6.09 5.43
7.s5 7.5s 7.16

9.83 8.63 7.86

14 . 55 13.94 13 .35

6.09 5.75 ,9'l

MAY JUN

17. l6 41.07

9.70 44.95
9.70 54,32
9.70 3r.85

r3.94 43.63
r3.94 50.50
11.16 43.63
27.83 55.46
13.35 s6.61
10. r7 50. s0
5.13 30.81

5.43 29.79
12,22 47,67
15. l7 44.95
10. l7 53.19
r7 .8 6 72,92
20.07 44.95
9.24 34.01

13.35 34.01
23.30 54.32
10.66 72.92

8. 36 s5.46
27 ,83 49,0'l
2I.64 57.78
6.79 28.80
6.43 24.L6
6. 4 3 42.33
7.16 46.30
7.16 44.95

30.81 26,88
7.16 60.r6

15.82 41.07
9.70 54.32
9.24 38.61

16.48 26.88
10.66 63.84
8.79 44.95
8.36 66.36

26,88 49.07
?.55 25.88
7.55 38.61

L2.93 45.82

30. 8l 72,92

5.13 24.16

JUL ÀUG

36.26 18. 57

31.85 34.01
30.81 25.05
20.85 36.26
35.12 36.26
50.50 27 .83
29,79 35,12
38.61 20.07
49,01 25.95
51.96 3r.85
25.95 2r.64

2L.64 2r.64
39.83 25.95
28 .80 22,46
39.83 25.05
30.81 20.07
29.79 21.64
28.80 14.55
29.79 20.85
35. 12 35,12
49.07 46.30

36,26 30.81
4I.07 25.95
50.50 32.92
30.8Ì 42.33
29.19 17.86
30.8r 22.46
42.33 39.83
29.79 27 .83
2r,64 tt.69
55.46 42,33

36.26 34.01
42.33 32.92
46.30 28.80
31 .85 25,95
34 .01 23.30
29.79 28.80
32.92 27,83
24.L6 tI .69
20.8s 14.55
26.88 2r.64

34.83 27,07

ss.46 46.30

20.85 11.69

SEP OCT

L2,22 t2.22

22,46 20.85
20,07 17.86
27 .83 r7.86
31.42 28.80
20.85 2t.64
22.46 14 . 55
16.48 14.55
27.83 28.80
15.82 9,24
29.'19 2r.64

32,92 22.46
2r.64 22.46
20.01 r7.86
29.79 29.79
1s.17 12,22
2t.64 20.85
9.70 6.09

20.85 23.30
23.30 t 4.55
28.80 22.46

25.95 14.55
17.86 13.35
23.30 r8.57
24.t6 17. r6
15.82 1t.69
2t.64 25.95
39.83 31.85
17.16 17.16
8.36 7.16

26.88 20.8s

23 . 30 20.8 s
28.80 17.16
23.30 20.85
37.42 34.01
23.30 23.30
22.46 17.86
2r .64 20 .0't
1.16 6.43

r0.66 12.22
18.57 20.85

22.31 18.83

39.83 34.01

7 .L6 6.09

NOV DEC ÀVE

15.82 14.55 9,24

17.86 t2,78 7.95
t8 . 57 12,22 9.24
12.22 r0.17 8.36
20.85 17.16 7 .55
20.85 19.31 9.70
14.55 13.35 9.24
13.35 rr.69 8.36
28.80 19.31 '7,95
6.79 6.79 6.79

15.17 12.78 4.83

13.94
22,46
2t,64
17.86
1t. t6
13.94
5.43

r7. t6
1r.16
r5.82

13.35 5.43
19.31 7.16
13.94 9,24
15.82 9.24
9.70 9.70

13.94 7 ,95
6.09 5.43

14.55 6.09
I0.66 9.24
13.35 8.19

I1.69 11.69 8.36
11.16 10.17 ?.55
15.t7 12.78 7.16
12.78 1r.69 6.79
r0.66 9.70 6.43
14.55 12.22 6.43
2t.64 14.55 'l .16
18.57 14.55 7 .16
8.36 10.17 7 .L6

16.48 13.94 .97

20.85 13.94 7.55
13.94 1r.16 8.79
1s.82 11.16 7.16
20.85 15.82 6.43
15.82 13.94 8.79
13.94 12,78 8.79
22,46 18.57 7.16
6.43 5.75 5.75

rr.69 10.17 5.43
17.86 13.35 'l .16

ts. sl 12,90 18.99

28.80 r9.31 72.92

5.43 5.75 .97

Table À7b! Lowest daily díscharges for Station 372 in the years 1930-1970
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YEÀR JÀN

1930 0.00

1931 0.00
L932 L.23
1933 0.00
1934 0.00
193s r.38
r936 0.00
L937 0.00
r93B 0.00
1939 0.00
1940 .39

194I 0.00
1942 0.00
1943 .6I
1944 .6I
1945 .66
r946 0.00
L947 0.00
1948 0.00
L949 0.00
19s0 0.00

r951 0.00
1952 0.00
1953 0.00
1954 0.00
1955 0.00
1956 0.00
1957 0.00
1958 0.00
1959 0.00
1960 0.00

1961 0.00
L962 0.00
1963 .56
1964 .52
1965 .64
1966 0.00
1967 0.00
1968 0.00
1969 .31
1970 .47

MID .18

MAX 1.38

MIN O. OO

FEB MÀR

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0. 00 0.00
0.00 r.62
.49 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
.3s 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
,64 0.00

0.00 .49
.64 .64

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
.35 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 .46

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
.43 .40
.46 0.00
.56 0.00
.49 .5r

0.00 0.00
0.00 .49
.37 .35

0.00 .41

.12 . 13

.64 r.62

0.00 0.00

APR MAY

I.27 4.6s

.44 8.38

.46 9.16

.46 2,06
1.00 16.50
.57 2.85
.49 6.65

2.68 5.34
.56 7 .37
.49 3.66

0.00 3.27

.39 6.47

.93 3.72
1.09 3.72
.49 5. 57
.68 16.02

I .38 4.04
,43 15.22

1 . 09 6.47
2.46 6.08
,49 6.91

0.00 8. t7
2.65 2.98
3.40 4.r2
0.00 5.67
0.00 2.2L
0.00 5. rl
0.00 7 ,2L
0 .0 0 L2,54
5.11 6.74
2.35 4.29

t,52 6.47
.46 40.14
.41 8.02

r,72 3.L2
.49 3.75
.49 11.00
.43 t2,84

2.6t 5,23
.39 3.15

0.00 4.5r

,97 7.35

5. 11 40.14

0.00 2,06

JUN JUL

r,27 't .52

0.00 6.08
5.62 0.00
1. 19 r.92
2,78 r.24
2,49 L.28
0.00 2.16
2,6r L.27
4,28 5.25
5.25 3,76
3.27 2.L6

2.25 0.00
1.46 0.00
5,27 0.00

10.19 7.23
2.93 0.00
L.46 0.00
0.00 2.35
0.00 0.00
1.50 L.24
1.47 6.41

L.20 1r.83
9.18 0.00
r..35 L,23
r.02 3.57
2.78 0 .00
3.68 0.00
0.00 2.12
3.93 0.00
1.13 9.61
2.58 2.44

2.36 L.24
2,49 t,23
2.83 1.46
3.20 2,35
2,78 2,46
6.27 1.19
5.51 r.27
2.69 4.12
2,18 2.0L
4.87 2.L6

2. 88 2.46

10.19 11 .83

0.00 0.00

ÀUG SEP

0.00 .68

ocr

t.23

t. t4 0.00 1.70
.95 .82 I.62

2,67 0.00 1.58
2.51 2.78 L.27
0.00 .80 .88
1. 16 0.00 ,64
0.00 .72 0.00
1.07 2,L6 3.'t2
2.20 .97 .52
4.12 2.5r r.00

2.16 1.16 0.00
0.00 0.00 .88
.88 .88 .84

3 . 75 2,06 I .09
.82 0.00 0.00
.90 2.06 0.00

0.00 .49 0.00
0.00 1.07 .90
1.32 0.00 0.00
I.23 0.00 0.00

0. 00 3 .57 0.0 0
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
1.18 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 3.93 0.00
0.00 5.23 0.00
0.00 0.00 .82
0.00 0.00 .40
2.61 0.00 0.00

3 .88 .9 3 L,14
t.27 3.20 .70
I.16 2.01 1.66
6.47 3.57 2.25
r.14 r,92 2.16
2.46 1.07 .78
2.35 0.00 1.00
0.00 ,52 ,37
.63 1. 13 .61
.95 1. 54 1.70

t.24 t. t6 ,78

6.41 5.25 3.72

0.00 0.00 0.00

DEC ÀVE

.66 7 .52

,72 8.38
.63 9.16
.49 2,67
.7 4 16. 50
.80 2.85

0.00 6.65
.s4 5.34

0.00 7 .37
0.00 5,25

.7 6 4.L2

0.00 .61 6.47
.90 .82 3.72
.93 0.00 5.27

0.00 .72 10.19
0.00 .47 16.02
.63 0.00 4.04
.33 0.00 L5.22

0 . 00 0.00 6.47
0.00 .51 6.08
0.00 0.00 6.91

NOV

,74

1.58
.78

0.00
0.00

.86

.66

.61
0.00

.41
1.30

.49

2.06

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00

.51
0.00

0.00 11.83
0.00 9.18
0.00 4.12
.s4 5.67

0.00 2.78
0.00 5.11
0.00 7 .2L
.66 12. s4
.5t 9.61

0.00 4.29

r.74 0.00 6.47
.70 .61 40.14
,78 .61 8.02
.88 .80 6.41
.90 .66 3.75
.70 .61 11.00

2.06 .86 L2.84
.36 .35 5.23
.61 .52 3.15

0.00 0.00 4.8?

.37 l. sl

.86 40. 14

0.00 0.00 0.00

Table A?c: LargesÈ dally discharge lncrease for Statlon 372 ln the years 1930-1970.
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YEAR JAN

1930 -.78
1931 -.61
1932 -.63
1933 -.54
1934 0.00
1935 -.72
1936 -,74
1937 -.5'l
1938 -.54
1939 -.74
1940 -.39
194r -.56
L942 -.57
1943 -,74
1944 -.61
r94s -.66
1946 -.46
L947 -.59
1948 0.00
1949 -.61
1950 0.00

1951 -.57
L952 -.52
I953 -.47
r954 -.56
1955 -.54
1956 0.00
L957 -.54
1958 -.6 I
19s9 -.61
1960 0.00

1961 -.57
1962 -.59
1963 -.56
1964 -.52
1965 -.64
1966 -.59
1967 -. 59
1968 -.70
1969 -.3'l
1970 -.47

MID -.51
MAX O. OO

MIN -.78

FEB MÀR ÀPR

-.64 -.56 -.49

-.57 -.54 -.44
-.63 -.52 -.46
-.49 -.44 -.43
-.47 -.44 -.43
-.66 -.59 -.51
- .64 - .56 - .47
-.5r -.47 -.44
-.51 -.44 -.41
-.64 -.s6 -.49
-.36 -.3s -,32

-.47 -.41 -.39
-.s1 -,44 0.00
-.64 -.56 -.49
-.s6 -.52 -,47
-.64 -.64 -. s9
-.41 0.00 0.00
-.52 -.4 I 0.00
-.35 0.00 0.00
-,52 -.47 0.00
-.51 -.47 0.00

-.54 -.49 -.43
-.47 -.41 0.00
-.44 -.40 0.00
-.sl -.44 -.39
-,49 -.46 -.39
-.46 -.44 -.39
-.44 -.40 -.39
-.47 -. 4 0 -. 39
-.59 -.sl 0.00
-.49 -.44 -1 . 93

-.52 -,44 -.4r
-. 56 - .46 -.44
-.47 -.43 -.39
-.46 -,4r -.37
-.61 -.54 -.47
-.47 -.51 -.49
-.s4 -.46 -.44
-.61 -.56 -,49
-,37 -.3s -.33
-.41 0.00 -.41

- .52 -.44 -. 38

0.00 0.00 0.00

-.66 -.64 -1.93

MAY JUN JUL

0.00 -2.89 -r.32

-2.96 -2.69 -4 .04
0.00 -2,87 -r.46
0.00 -1. 19 -r.88

-4.15 -2.58 -L.32
0.00 -r,27 -1.46

-1.38 -1.46 -2.16
0.00 -1.31 -3.72
-.7 6 -4.28 -5.25

-I.43 -2.36 -2.47
-1.3s -2.20 -2.01

-.3s -r,22 -r.110.00 -1.23 -r.46
-2.44 -1.46 -r..32
-.49 -3.44 -s.99

-5.91 -2.99 -2.83
0.00 -1.46 -2. s1

-1.46 -2.61 -L.220.00 -1.37 -1.090.00 -4,24 -2.89
0 .00 -r.47 -2.78

0.00 -1 . 17 -2.35
0.00 -3.11 -5.16
0.00 -r.3s -2.69
0. 00 -2.56 0.00
0.00 0.00 -r.460.00 -2.47 -r.46

-1. r8 -1.46 -r .3s
0.00 -4.87 -r.32

-5.16 -2.40 -9.61
0.00 -2.6r -3.63

-r .23 -1.46 -L.240.00 -1.25 -2.72
-1.33 -3.81 -2.89
-r.07 -2.rt -2.35
0.00 -2.84 -4 .8 I

-3.r4 -6.21 -2.560.00 -5.37 -2.99
-L2r -3.50 -3.50
0.00 -2.83 -r.70
0.00 -4.12 -3.27

-2.49 -2.62

0.00 0. 00 0.00

-s.91 -6.27 -9.61

ÀUG SEP

-1.14 -.72

-1. 19 -r.09
-1.02 -.88
-1.46 -t,32
-I.27 -1.40
-1.43 -.95
-r,29 -1. t6
-1. 19 -.76
-1.46 -1. r6
-2.69 -1.04
-1.16 -2.40

-.88 -r.16
-t,22 -.90
-.97 -.88

-2.06 -1.rI
-1.97 -.80
-1.00 -1.11
-.97 -.61-r.00 -r.07-I.32 -1. r1

-2.66 -2.67

-1 .14 -r.22
-t,24 -.90
-2.5L -1 .07
-1. 46 -r.27
-1.00 -.70
-r.02 -t.27
-1.46 -2.36
-1.00 -.95
-.80 -.52

-r.46 -r.27
-r .46 -1.09
-t,27 -1. rt
-2.67 -r.92
-t.97 -2.46
-2,20 -.86
-1.35 -r.09
-2.35 -1.09
-l .58 -,52
-.80 -1.r6

-2.t6 -t .58

-r,47 -1 . r9

0.00 0.00

-2.69 -2.61

ocr NOV

-.70 -.74

-.93 -.82
-.82 -.?8
-.95 -.70

-r.29 -.97
-.88 -.86
-.82 -,66
- ,72 -. 61

-1.43 -I.29
-1 . 00 -.44
-t.7 4 -L.46

-1 .07 -,82
0.00 -.90
-.80 -.93

-1.09 -1.46
-.63 -.54

-1.07 -.78
-.46 -.33

-1.00 -.84
-1.66 -.61
-.97 -.82

-.90 -.61
-.70 -.57
-.84 -.72
-.86 -.68
-.64 -.52

-1.88 -.90
-2.35 -L,97
-.82 -.78
-.41 -. 51
-.93 -.78

-.88 -.88
-.97 -.70

-1.66 -r.54
-3.57 -2.20
-2 .20 -r .7 9

-1.54 -r.38
-.84 -1.79
-.39 -.37
-.61 -r.t6

-r.92 -.90

-t.t0 -.93
0.00 0.00

-3.57 -2.20

DEC ÀVE

-.66 -2.89

-.72 -4,O4
-.72 -2.87
-.54 -1.88
-.78 -4. I 5

-.80 -1.46
-.64 -2.L6
-.61 -3.12
-.97 -s.25
-.41 -2.69
-.7 6 -2.40

-.61 -1,22
-.82 -1.46
-.80 -2,44
-.72 -5.99-.5r -5.9r
-. 63 -2. sl
0. 00 -2.61
-.68 -r.37
-.51 -4.24
-.64 -2.78

0.00 -2. 35
-.sl -5.16
-.63 -2.69
-.56 -2.56
-.49 -1.46
- .6 1 -2.47
-.80 -2.36
-,72 -4.78
-. 51 -9. 61
-.66 -3.63

-.78 -r.46
-.61 -2.72
-.64 -3.8 r
-.80 -3.57
-.66 -4.8 I
-. 6 1 -6.27
-.86 -s.37
-.36 -3.50
-,s2 -2.83
-.70 -4.L2

-.62 -1. 10

0.00 0.00

-.97 -9.6I

Table À7d: Largest daily decrease ln dlscharge for Statlon 372 ln the years 1930-1970.
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APPE¡DIX 8: ltBfHOD 26: USE OF R-EGRESSION-AI¡ÀLYSIS TO DtfECT ERRORS IN
LONG SERIES

Obj ect

1 To detect gross errors (outlines) in long daÈa series.

2 To detect homogeneity breaks in long data series.

Description of Èhe Method

The connection beÈween $¡ater level and dÍscharge for the whole data series
can be determined by use of regression analysis. If data deviate outside
the confidence limits, Èhat will be noted. lllris control should be done
with data calculated as penÈad or weekly means. Longer mean periods can
moderate single errors so much that they faII within the confidence
Iimits.

For the series being checked, regression analysis on yearly or nonthly
means is applied, and observed or calculated values for the series are
plotted. cross homogeneity breaks will show that the calculated values ín
a part of ttre period lie over and the rest under the observed values.

Comments on the Method

The method can be used in automatic controls in the same lvay as Method 18
for control of daily values of the year. In many cases, it has been shown
to be effective without sorting out too much data for inspection. A
condiÈion for the method to work well is that the stations are correlated
well. The other reasonability tests described in appendix 2 can also be
used.

As a homogeneity control, the method is poorer than the traditional
double-mass analysis, but it can contribute to confirm effecÈs established
by double-mass analysis.

Þrample

Tables ABa and A8b shows an example of a transcript of outliers detected
by use of the method.

RL.MP. YEAR X Y YPRED DIFF GR.VERDI

3 1961 645.140 642.360 642.982 -.622 .1 65
33 1963 645.730 643.470 643.744 -.274 .1 65
34 1963 645.750 643.340 643.770 -.430 .1 65
35 1963 645.740 643.310 643.757 -.447 .'t65
36 1963 645.750 643.430 643.770 -.340 .1 65
34 1965 646.O10 643.860 644.106 -.246 .165

Tab1e A8a: Control Èranscript for searching for gross errors based on
regression against a neighbouring station.

I
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APPENDIX 9: }IETHOD 29¡ USE OF TIME SERIES ANÀLYSIS TO DETECT ERRORS

Obj ect

To detect homogeneity breaks in 1ong data series.

Description of the Method

A data serj.es Qt, made up from monthly means over a rong period, is given.
The data series wirl, under Nordic conditions, contaín a more or ress
distinct variation. Tttis can tre expressed by the mean value pi and the
standar,cl deviation Si for every month of the year.

If the series is homogeneous, the yearly variation could be elininated
from the data series by use of the fotlowing equation:

yr=(Q¿-n1)/s1
where Y¡ is a derived normalised data series and i is the number of the
month of the year that corresponds to the point of time t in the data
series (see @gert Hansen (1973)).

The normalísed series y¡, is then inspected to see íf the yearly varia-
tions have actually been removed. Thís can be done by cal-culation and
plotting the autocorrelation function or by spectrum analysis of the
Y¿-Sê81ês '
Interpretation of the Results

rf the autocorrelations quickly fade away, as shown in figure A9a, the
meÈhod does not indicate a homogeneity break. If the yearly variaÈion is
clearly present, it can be caused by regulating effects during the break.
Such regulated effects can be caused by large transfers of water that
drastically reduce the catchnent area.

Vlater regulating can also result in the yearly discharge being maintai-ned,
buÈ the water being redistributed during the year. Figure A9b shows an
example of this.

Profile changes can also be deÈected by this meÈhod. Figure A9c gives an
example of tltis. By dividing the series into two parts, before and after
the break, and reporting Èhe analysis for each part, Èhe two shorter
periods will each be homogeneous.

climatic effects can, in some cases, be detected by use of this method.
They show up in the form of long term variations on the correlograms. If
the effect is caused by climate, it can be esablished by analysing
staÈions nearby. The pattern shown in figure A9d is traced in 6 stations
within the area and is assumed to be caused by clírnatic effecÈs.
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Comments on ttre Method

The method is of a type called Pattern analysis. lltre pattern searched for
here is yearly variations given by seasonal changes in temperature and

precipitation.

The autocorrelaions are strongly correlated with each other. This
.o*pri".aes the evaluation of the significance of the detected effects '
The method seems, however, to be able to detect various types of homo-

geneity breaks.

smaller build-ups or scouring in the control profile will mainly affect
the discharge curve for low water levels. Such profile changes are

difficult to detect by double-mass analysis which is especially sensitive
to changes ín the curve on rniddle and high water levels. llhe auto-
correlation method is sensitive for profile changes over the full range of
variations of the station. llhe method is therefore a valuable supplement

to the traditional double-mass analysis '

An interactive program has been prepared for the method by the Norwegian

water and Electricity Department.
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Autocorrelation Function for the Standardísed Series
Oren: Gusja River

1.O

0.8

0.6

o.4

o.2

o.o

-o.2

-o-4
Figure A9a: ff¡e graph shows the autocorrelations for delays of 1 to 60

monÈhs for a data series where the yearly variations have
been removed. Because Èhe autocorrelation function does not
include and cycle, the series Ís judged to be homogeneous.

Autocorrelation Function for the Standardised Series
Insal Lake: Mals River

Éro aj tD(oAREIJAg j'rJFúf SJtrEñ f Dr sfR lEx

lñ..1r.1. . ¡ll¡.lt

tt2â ruítrEKf:rasJBrsFtñ9..¡ùiÉÈ f tR oEil I lñfhRD I SIRI€ 5ÉR | €ìr

4.o.. G.rl¡.lt

1.O

o.8

0.6

o.4

o.2

o.o

-o-2

-0.4
Figure A9b: The data seríes in this example was regulated in 1930. lltre

regulation involved redistribution of water during the year.
If data for the period before regulation is analysed, the
autocorrelations will not contain any marked yearly variation.

Lag (months)

Lag (months)
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1.O

o.8

o'6

o.4

o'2

o

-o.2

Figure À9c:

Autocorrelation Function for ttre stanilardised series
Gaslands Lake: R.ingstad River

For this series the autocorrelation was also maintained in
spite of atternpts to remove it. Ttre cause was a honogeneity
break that especially influenced the lower water levels. lfhe
break was due to earthworks in the riverbed.
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Autocorrelation Function for the Standardised Series

o.8

o.4

o.?

1.O

o.8

o'6

o-4

o-2

o

t.o

o.8

o.6

o.4

o-2

o

-o.?

Figure A9d, T" ttrree graphs here indicaÈe a cycre of 1i/z years in thedata after the yearly variation has been removed. The middle
and upper series are in the main course of the River Trysil,
while the lower is for a tributary. corresponding cycles
have been found at at least three other stations in the samearea. This is an example of a regional effect that must be
accepted.

(Ne: The River lrysil starts aÈ Lake Femunden
after crossing the border into Sweden is
River Klara.

in Norway and
called the

( months)
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APPENDIXIOtnETnOO30'DOUSErcS4Nffi

Obj ect

Todetecthonogeneitybreaksinlongdataseries.Suchbreakscanbe
causedbyundetectedchangesinthecontrolsectionatthepointof
gaugingrwhichcanmakethedischargecurveandthecalculateddischarges
systematicallY wrong'

oescriPtion of the Metho<l

Thedouble.massmethodinvolvesaccumulatedyearlytotalsforthestation
that is to be checked, plotted as a function of accumulated yearly values

for another station.

It can be difficult to decide if a break point represents a homogeneity

break or not. rn a modified method, the data will be transformed ín such

a way that a honogeneity break can more easily be found'

The calculations are done in the following order:

1 lltre mean valu"= Ta and l3 are calculated for the two stations for the

yearly totals o.rãï tft" full common period (N years) '

2lllrerelativevaluesforbothstationsarecalculatedforeachyear.
yAi = xni/Xe

YBi = xsi/TB

for i = Ir N where xai is the yearly total for series A, and xg1 is

the yearly total for"Series B in the year no. i in the common period'

fhe mean value for these relative values is I'

3frheaccumulateddeviationfronthemeanvaluesoft}rerelativevalues
are calculated for each station'

VAi= [ tv¡i-r) v¡i= I (Ysi-r)
j=1 j=1

for i = 1r N.

4 TÏre difference between the two values is calculated

zi=YAL-vsi

for each 1z€âËo

5 fhre difference is plotted as a functíon of time as shown in figure

A1 0c.
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fnterpretaÈion of the Results

1 Conventional Double-l,lass Ànalysis

rf the stations are in the same ctimatic region, and there is no
marked storage over severar years for the one station and both
stations are homogeneous, the points wirr mainry farr in a straight
line as shown in figure 1oa. rf one of the staions is not homo-
geneous, there wirl be a break point on the line, as shown in figure
A10b. By using several comparing stations it can be determined
whether the break is in the series being checked or in the comparison
series.

If there appears to be a break during one single year, but the
extension of Èhe straight line defined by the period before this year
is paralled with the straight rine defined by the later years, that is
usually caused by one single year deviating because of unusual pre-
cipitation conditions. Ttris usuarly shows up in connection with
extremely wet years.

Modified Double-t4ass Analysis

If the two time series are homogeneous the 21 values will fluctuate
about the time axis. rf there is a honogeneity break in one of the
series, the Zi varues wilr reach a minirnum or a minimum at the point
in time vrhen the break occurred.

Comments on the Method

Double-mass analysis is the most useful- meÈhod for homogeneity control of
Iong series. The method does, however, react to homogeneity breaks of
other causes, as for instance por¡rer-regulating and other forms of transfer
of water when these influence the yearly means. It can be difficutt to
interpret the results of double-nass analysis, especially for areas with
large local variations in outlet conditions. Other methods should there-
fore be used in addition to double-mass analysis.

certain profile changes wirl only infruence the discharge on rower
levels. such homogenity breaks cannot be established by the usual
mass analysis. A possibility is then to analyse data from certain
of the year. lltris can only be done for staÈions $r'ith little water
in the catchment area.

Þ<amples

\.¡ater
<louble-
parts
storage

Figure A1 0a and figure A1 Ob show the results of double-mass analysis using
the conventíonal method.

Figure A1 0c shows the results of modified double-mass analysis for dis-
charge from a representative area in Velen at the outleL of Lake Velen.
Svansvik in l,idan that runs out into vänern Lake is used as a comparison
station. .

The upper graph illustrates accumulated relative deviation from the mean
varue for each station, while the lower graph shows the difference zi.
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The graph shows that the observations were moved from a fixed scale in the

lake to a recorder below the outleÈ. The reason for the break is there-
fore thought to be uncertainty in gauging of high discharges before the
station was moved.

o-50E+08

o,40E+08

o-30E+08

o.20E+08

o.10E+O8

104
otlr.tì.E- ¡r^SS 

^N^LYSÉ 
FOR 3

615- Ol1956-ls.Ð
RE¡-.5TASJO¡I: €16 - t2

o-35E+ò7 0.85E+07 0.14E+08 0-19E+08 0.24+EO8

TradiÈional double-mass analysis betr¡teen two stations
Gaula in Norway. The data does not deviate from the
straight line. The series is therefore judged to be

homogeneous.
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o.80E+05
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o.20E+o5

Figure A10b: Itaditíonat double-mass analysis between two stations in
Mana in the Skien Ríver in Norway. At station 1129 a
gauging dam was built Ln 1971, at tTre same time as a new
discharge coefficient \ras being used. lltre break in the
double-nass curve is judged as a homogenity break. 1lhís ís
confirmed by analysis against other stations in ttre area.
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Figure AlOc: Example of ¡nodified double-mass analysis
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APPENDIX 11 : }TTTHOD 32: EuÀLUATTON OF THE II,IPORTNICE OF E!(TRÀPoLATIoN oF
THE DISTAI{CE CT'RVE

Obj ect

To estimate Èhe uncertainty in the yearry discharge because of the
discharge curve.

Description of the Method

For every year in the data series it is calculated how large a part of theyearly discharge that, is determined by the extrapolatecl pait of Èhe dís-
charge curve. fhe results are presented in Èab1e form as shown in table
11a.

Comments on the Method

The method cannot be used to detect, errors but is useful in evaluating the
reliability of daÈa. If the current station is used in control against
other stations, less stress should be laid on the stations rvhere the
extrapolations are important.

DATABASE FOR QUALITY CONTROL OF DISCHARGE

Vlater Measurement No 851: Code O: Field Area O

Highest measured discharge eM = 1tB.tO n3/s
Lowest. eL = .99 n3/s
is subrnitted point measured 3

QMAX: The yearrs highest discharge. rn days 1: Number of days with
discharge over eM

QMIN: The yearrs lowest discharge. In

RMAX: Proportion between total discharge. rrr days 2: Nurnber of days with
discharge

Calculated on basis of under eL
Upper extrapolated part of
The discharge curve and total yearr s discharge

RMIN: Propertion between Èotal discharge

Calculated on basis of
Lovüer extrapolated part of
The discharge curve and total yearrs discharge

a
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YEAR CMAX CMAX/CM

1 .63
.74

1.09
1 .22
1 .22
1 .45
1 .51
1 .19
2.99
1 .41
2.66
3.35
'l .91
1 .41
1 .84
1.61
1 .72
2.63
1 .61
2.O9
2.99
1 .5'l
1 .41
1.51
1.22
1 .96
2.O9
1 .51
1 .41
2.99
1.70
'l .53
2.36
1 .61
4.16
1.06
1 .72
2.66
1 .06
1 .84
1 .24
'l .06
3.20
1 .06
1.51
1 .57
1 .41
2.99
1 .41
1 .41
1 .14
1 .84

DAGERT OHEN RHIN DAGERS

0.00 0 .
0.00 0.
.26 13.
.3'7 38.
.32 17 .
.03 2.
.33 18.
.1'l 11.
.10 9.

2.O3 96 .
.35 31.
.30 39.

0.00 0.
.70 65.
.08 7.

0.00 0.
.17 12 .
.1 I 14.

0.00 0 .
0.00 0.
0.00 0.

.1 3 13.

.04 5.

.48 44.
0.00 0.
.03 2.
.o7 4.
.16 7.

0.00 0.
0.00 0.
.51 23.
.51 33.
.06 8.
.1 6 12.
.67 47.

2.15 88.
.49 41.

0.00 0.
0.00 0.
0.00 0.
.o2 1.
.76 53.
.01 1.

0.00 0.
0.00 0.
.46 29.

0.00 0.
0.00 0.
0.00 0.
0.00 0.
0.00 o.
0.00 0.

1 905
1 906 1 93.06
1907 87.47
1 908 128.68
1 909 144.52
1 91 0 144.52
191 1 170.96
1912 1 78.1 0
1 91 3 140.43
191 4 353 .1 5
1 91 5 166.32
1916 314.45
1917 395.32
1 91 8 225.77
191 9 166.32
1920 217.23
1921 190.50
1922 203.54
1923 31 0.76
1924 1 90.50
1925 246.68
1926 353.1 5
1927 1 78.1 0
1928 166.32
1929 1 78.1 0
1930 144.52
1931 231.60
1932 246.68
1 933 1 78.1 0
1934 166.32
1935 353.15
1 936 200.88
1937 1 80.53
1 938 279.O2
1939 1 90.50
1 940 490.87
1941 124.93
1942 203.54
1943 314.45
1944 124.93
1945 217.23
1946 1 50.82
1947 124.93
1 948 378.O2
1949 124.93
1 950 1 78.1 0
1 951 185.47
't952 166.32
1 953 353.1 5
1954 166.32
1 955 166.32
1956 134.46
1957 217.23

RMAX

5.50
0.00
5.92
2.88

12.82
2.95
3.68
7 .31

13.42
2.45
6.29

27 .78
5.45
8.99

24.87
4.72
8.76

19.17
17.01
1 0.89
1 0.45
1 3.96
1 0.41
14.94
5.76

15.25
7.23
7.59
9 .01

17 .41
9.72

21 .O2
20.20
18.64
15.29
1.93

23.06
13.74

.98
14.33
4.88
3.60

36.99
1 .01
6.77
4.84
8.35

16.90
7.68
4.64
8.04
5.98

4.
0.
4.
2.
9.
2.
2.
6.

10.
1.
3.

19.
4.
5.

24.
5.
7.

18.
14.
9.
7.

12.
o

15.
5.

12.
5.
4.
8.

11.
5.

16.
23.
16.
6.
1.

20.
12.
1.

12.
4.
3.

32.
1.
6.
3.
8.

15.
6.
4.
7.
5.

2.7 4
2.O3
1 .54

.45
1.47
1 .69
1 .08

.58
1 .14

.69

.83

.01
3.60

.01
1 .27
2.42
1 .47
1.62
2.1 2
3 .34
2.52

.74

.'18
1 .03
2.85
1 .86
1.69
1 .69
2.7 4
2.12
1 ,27
1.08
1 .27
1 .27
1.1 4
1.33
1 .14
3.74
3.09
4.1 I
1.86
1 .14
1 .94
8.62
2.42
1 .14
3 .34
3 .34
2.22
2.22
2.O3
3.09
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YEAR CMAX CMAX/CM

1 .51
1 .14

.78
2.36
1.51
1 .61
1 .22
1 .41
1 .72
2.22
1.31
1 .72
1 .37
1 .51
1 .06
1 .72
1 .72
1 .61
1.03
1 .29
1 .41
1.51
1 .72

RMAX

5.86
2.97
0.00
5.72

12.60
8.43
3.46

11 .65
7.77

28.40
12 .33
9.77
5.54

15.47
2.'l 4
9.30
7.91

10.74
1 .09
4.43
'7.84

1 3.96
9.36

DAGERT OHEN RHIN DAGERS

1 958 1 78.1 0
1 959 134.46
1 960 91 .80
1961 279.O2
1962 1 78.1 0
1 963 1 90.50
1964 144.52
1 965 166.32
1966 203.54
1967 262.48
1 968 1 55.1 3
1969 203.54
1970 161.78
1971 1 78.1 0
1972 124.93
1973 203.54
1974 203.54
1975 190.50
1976 121.27
'1977 150.82
1978 166.32
1979 178.10
1 980 203.54

4.
2.
0.
4.

11.
5.
3.
8.
5.

34.
11.
6.
4.

16.
2.
8.
6.

10.
1.
3.
6.

12.
6.

1 .7'7 .1 5 g.
2.52 0.00 0.
1.86 .17 6.
4.82 0.00 0.
2.12 0.00 0.
1 .40 .64 32.
1 .54 .26 19.
1.94 .O2 1.
1 .94 .04 2.
5.91 0.O0 0.
2.32 0.00 0.
2.O3 0.00 0.
1 .54 .65 39.
4.66 0.00 0.
1 .1 4 .24 14.
4.99 0.o0 0.
4.03 0.00 0.
2.22 0.00 0.
2.85 0.00 0.
2.22 0.00 0.
2.97 0.oo 0.
2.O3 0.00 0.
1 .40 .73 40.

MEAN OF ALL DISCHARGES
STANDARD DEVIATION
T]NEVENESS

KURTOSIS
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
UNEVENES S/VARIATION COEFFIC IENT

31 .66
32.97
2.27

13.16
1 .04
2.14

Table 11a: Database for euality Controt of Discharge

WP49WS1
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